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STLOU Abdul Hafldh,Jamal 
STLOU Abernathy JR.James L 
STLOU Abemathy,Uoyd R 
STLOU Acsay,Peter 
STLOU Adams.Kaye Denise 
STLOU Adams.Mary C. 
STLOU Ademec,Jacqueline N 
STLOU Aemisegger,Loretta 
STLOU Agnew,Candace A 
STLOU Ahrens.Marta B 
STLOU Ainley.Dennis James 
STLOU Akerson.Alan W 
STLOU Akerson.Dorothy S 
STLOU Al<lns,Norman Lamont 
STLOU Alaniz. Te� 
STLOU Albl,Jerl 
STLOU Aldrich-Watson.Deborah 
STLOU Aleman.Peter P 
STLOU Alexander.Eboni Patrice 
STLOU Alexandrova,Anna A 
STLOU Allen.Bryant Lamar 
STLOU Allen.Deborah B 
STLOU Allen,Kimbef1y Ruth 
STLOU Allington.Adam Edward 
STLOU Alllson,Jeanne Marie 
STLOU Allison,Mlchael 
STLOU Allison.Susan S. 
STLOU Althof,Wo�gang 
STLOU Althoff.James Frances 
STLOU Altman 111,Robert Joseph 
STLOU Altman.Maria Ann 
STLOU Alvarado.Teresa 
STLOU Ambrose Jr JR.Anthony H 
STLOU Ames.Gregory 
STLOU Amies,Marian Mary 
STLOU Andemariam,Ephrem Mehret-AB 
, • 
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College of Business Administra PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Technology Services PRODUCTION COOR-S 
Continuing Education & Oulreac LECTURER 
History PROF, ASOC TEACH 
Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID 
Social Work SECRETARY 
Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 
Constituent Relations SECRETARY, ADMIN 
Campus Oepar1ments Chancellor EXEC STAFF AST Ill 
College of Optometry ADMIN AST 
Ari & Art History MODEL 
Communication PROF, AST TEACH 
College of Nursing PROF, TEACH 
Residential Life CUSTODIAN 
Music ADMIN AST 
Public Policy Admln ADMIN ASOC I 
English PROF,ASOC 
Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 
Transportation & Par1<ing PARKING LOT ATTD 
Philosophy PROF.AST 
Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
Transportation & Parking ADMINAST 
College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH 
KWMU FM Radlo PRODUCER, RADIO 
English LECTURER 
Economics PROF, ASOC TEACH 
Clinical E,cperiences MENTOR 
Educational Psychology PROFESSOR 
KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO 
KWMU FM Radio I-NET ADMINR-ENTRY 
KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER. RADIO 
College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP 
Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 
Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN Ill 
Art & Art History PROF, ASOC 
Center for International Studt EDITORIAL AST II 
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STLOU Anderson.Glen Michael Theater & Dance PROF.AST 48,000 
STLOU Anderson.Kenneth C Art & Art History PROFESSOR 62,425 
STLOU Anderson.Stephen Damond Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,869 
STLOU Anderson.William D Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,700 
STLOU Anhalt.Sharon R Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,869 
STLOU Antey,Melissa Kay Perfonning Arts Operations EVENTS AST 14.00 
STLOU Anthoney,Stephen Michael Technology Services LAN ENGINEER-ENTRY 38,600 
STLOU Antognoli,John MathemaUcs & Computer Science PROF, TEACH 49,918 
STLOU Antonopoulos.Angeline University Advt Marketing DIR MARKETING, CAMPUS 72,450 
STLOU Appleton,Pollyana C Technology Services LAN ENGINEER-ENTRY 43,800 
STLOU Arano-Ocuaman,Julieta Asug Educational Psychology LECTURER SR 14,772 
STLOU Archer.Patricia E Graphic Services COMPOSITOR 17.56 
STLOU Arico.James A Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Annstead,Scott E. Student Support Services COORDINATOR 40,935 
STLOU Amold,Laura W Political Science PROF, AST ADJUNCT 12,000 
STLOU Arnold.Sara M Admin Se,vlces Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 14.20 
STLOU Aronson.Rochelle Continuing Education & Outreac DEPT AST 12.57 
STLOU Arshadi,Nasser Office of Research Admlnistrat V PROVOST 178,256 
STLOU Arya,Bindu College of Business Administra PROF.AST 107,791 
STLOU Asher.Ellen Mary Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.52 
STLOU Ashford.Nancy Jane Dean College of Education COORDINATOR 51,593 
STLOU Ashmore.Pamela C Anthropology PROF, ASOC 69,234 
STLOU Alai Langroudi,Aziz Library LIBRARY AST II 13.83 
STLOU Alkinson,Patricia Elizabeth Residential Life CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Aubuchon.Linda Ann Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.00 
STLOU Augustine.Rachel Elaine KWMU FM Radio COOR DEVELOPMENT 17.74 
STLOU Austin,Lacey Funtez Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Axley.Rosemary E Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.49 
STLOU Ayala Berlyn,Liliana College & Units DIR DEVELOPMENT, SR 108,000 
STLOU Aycock.West B Technology Services DATA CNTR SUPRT TECH I 14.36 
STLOU Ayers.Timothy Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTO 17.70 
STLOU Baber.Susan J Dean College of Education DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 61,835 
STLOU Bachelder.Nathan Elliott Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 300 
STLOU Bachman.Janet Mane Administrative Services Office SECRETARY SR 17.00 
STLOU Bachman.Jean Heinz College of Nursing PROF,ASOC 87,815 
STLOU Bachman.William Gary College of Optometry PROF,ASOC 103,809 - � 
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STLOU Bateman.Thomas E Perfonnlng Ms Operations EVENTS AST 10.75 
STLOU Bates.Beverly Sue Ctr Character & Citizenship PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 29.291 
STLOU Bates-Cunnlngham,Channon D Preoolleglate Program PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 36,998 
STLOU Baisch.Dianna Theresa Office of Research Adminlstrat ACCOUNTANT 18.27 
STLOU Batterson.Michelle Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 24,000 
STLOU Bauer.Eike Chemistry PROF. AST 60,174 
STLOU Baumann.Robert A C..nter for International Studl AST DIR CNTR INTERNATL STUDIES 60,095 
STLOU Baybeck,Brady Political Science PROF, ASOC 64,503 
STLOU Bazzetta,Jenny M Center for International Studi COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 35.000 
STLOU Beatty,Alicia Marie Chemislry PROF,ASOC 68,000 
STLOU Beaven.Heather M Qff,ce of Research Admlnlstrat AOMIN AST 15.75 
STLOU Becherer,Vicky Holle College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 58,383 
STLOU Bechtoldt,Marcel G Technology Services SYST ADMINR-PRJN 69,000 
STLOU Beck.Diana Mary College of Nursing LECTURER 10,296 
STLOU Becker,Amariah Danielle Chemistry RESRCHAIDE 8.50 
STLOU Becker.Lynn K Cashiers Qff,ce CLERK, CHIEF 12.50 
STLOU Becker.Paul Abram User Servicas SYST SUPRT ANLYST-ENTRY 16.25 
STLOU Beckenman,Marvin Marshall Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 4,320 
STLOU Beckett,Denlce KWMU FM Radio COOR, MEMBERSHIP 53,033 
STLOU Beckmann.Robert w Missouri Enterprise PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 72,347 
STLOU Beckmann.Stephanie A Clinical Experiences LECTURER 7,650 
STLOU BeckWilh,Lynn L Educational Leadership & Polic PROF.TEACH 100,602 
STLOU Becton.Erica Shanice Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,534 
STLOU Bedell.Mark Alan Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.00 
STLOU Beeson.Dennis Allen Music LECTURER 6,120 
STLOU Beetner,Laura Anne Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.00 
STLOU Behle,Michael Joseph Art & M Hlslory PROF, AST ADJUNCT 27,000 
STLOU Bettord,Linda J Archives MANUSCRIPT SPCLST SR 37,835 
STLOU Bell,Heather Leigh Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 22.00 
STLOU Belonog,Marlna V Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Betton.Henry Lee Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Bemis.Peggy Lynn Registration AST TO REGISTRAR 17.12 
STLOU Bender.Joy K University Child Development! DAY CAIRE AST 13.50 
STLOU Bene.Stephen A Residential Life SUPV FACILITIES SVCS 53,674 
STLOU Bennet�Andrew S Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 35,000 
STLOU Bennett.Edward S College of Optometry PROF,ASOC 110,244-
- 4-
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STLOU Bennett.Jerry Richard Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
STLOU Bennett.Lara Zwarun Communication PROF, AST 57.000 
STLOU Bennett.Raquel L Performing Ms Operations MGR, TICKET SALES 38,118 
STLOU Benson.Errol Human Resources AST DIR HUMAN RES 60,159 
STLOU Benson.Linda Sue Sociology LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Benz.Barbara Jean Dev/Alumni Re<X>rds DATA ENTRY QPR I 10.52 
STLOU Berger.Carol Ann College of Nurslng LECTURER 10.296 
STLOU Bergerdlne.Jesslca Clare Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 10.05 
STLOU Bergfeld,Jaime C. Performing Arts Operations EXEC STAFF AST I 20.26 
STLOU Bergin.Cheryl L. Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Bergoudian,Rtta L S  Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 1.422 
STLOU Bemorst.Amanda Jane Continuing Education & Qutreac LECTURER 2.307 
STLOU Berkbigler.Jeffrey A. Library LIBRARY AST I 11.73 
STLOU Berl<owitz,Marvin W Educational Psychology PROFESSOR 150,120 
STLOU Berlyn.Ma11< A UA·Administration DIR UNIVERSITY CAMPAIGN 108,000 
STLOU Bermudez.Juan Jose Student Support Services TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Bemstein,Moira Michelle Jablon Recreational Sports/lntra.mural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 20.00 
STLOU Berry,Cllnton L Library LIBRARIAN Ill 44,693 
STLOU Berry.Kendra Lasha Educational Leadership & Polle TUTOR 25.00 
STLOU Berry,Kimberfy D Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Bertot.Robert Henry UMSL Police DISPATCHER. RADIO 13.89 
STLOU Bertram.Cynthia A. Graphic Services GRAPHIC DESIGNER 40,957 
STLOU Bertram.Erin M Honors College LECTURER 10,194 
STLOU Best-Ollver,Kelli Marie Teaching & Leaming COOR ADV/TEACHER CERT 36.000 
STLOU Betts.Philip Patrice Ctr Character & Citizenship RESRCH AST 37,000 
STLOU Betz. Tracy M Institutional Safety POLICE OFFICER 15.44 
STLOU Bhatia,Sanjlv K Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 67,756 
STLOU Biogen.Sharon Counseling Services DIR COUNSELING CNTR-S 82.883 
STLOU Biehle.Cynthia F Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 5,807 
STLOU Bielema,Cheryl L Center for Teaching & Leaming SPECIALIST 76,482 
STLOU Bier.Melinda C ctr Character & Citizenship ACADEMIC DIR 113,571 
STLOU Biesenthal,Meggie Carol Center for Trauma Recovery AOMINAST 15.25 
STLOU Bilger.Edward F KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 12.67 
STLOU Bilyeu.Brad Patrick User Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST 18.37 
STLOU Bingham.Gregory R. UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 16.95 
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STLOU Black.Jennifer Marie 
STLOU Blackbum.Brandon Robert Glen 
STLOU Blacksher.Laura Nicole 
STLOU Blackwell.Debra E 
STLOU Blalr,Carolyn Elizabeth 
STLOU Blake,John G 
STLOU Blank,Anne Sophia 
STLOU Blash.Daniel Lee 
STLOU Blattner.Lori 
STLOU Bleile.Melissa Elaine 
STLOU Bliss.Robert McKinley 
STLOU Blood.Milton Ray 
STLOU Blue,Zansheree 
STLOU Bobo 111,lucius James 
STLOU Boehlow,Rachel E. 
STLOU Boehnker,Nancy 
STLOU Bohan,Ruth L 
STLOU Boland.Kathleen J 
STLOU Bolden Jr.James 
STLOU Bonner.Donna R 
STLOU Bono.Matthew P 
STLOU Boone.Fatth A 
STLOU Boone.John Paul 
STLOU Borcherding.Kathleen E 
STLOU Borgfleld,Brandy L 
STLOU Born.Christopher Andrew 
STLOU Bomhop,Jason Wayne 
STLOU Borroff,Randal Ruth 
STLOU Boss.Joyce A 
STLOU Bosslet,Janet Marie 






Performing Arts Operations 
Performing Arts Operations 
KWMU FM Radio 
Preoollegiate Program 
Biology 
Foreign Languages & Literature 
Counseling - College of Educat 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Sociology 
Dean Honors College 
Center for International Studl 
College of Optomet� 
Custodial Services 
Career Seniices 
Graduate Related Activities 
Art & Art Histo� 
College of Optometry 
Admin Seniices Div Aux Svcs 
Dev/Alumni Reoords 
UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer 
Athletics 
Athletics 
College of Nursing 
College of OptometJy 
Dean Honors College 
Ctr for Student Suooess 
Center for Trauma Recove� 
ITS Operations 
Admin Seniices Div Aux Svcs 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Dean Honors College -
12.00 
PROF. TEACH 42,189 
ADMINAST 17.88 
MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
AST DIR ALUM ACTVS 44,512 
EVENTS AST 14.00 
EVENTS AST 15.00 
ANNOUNCER 12.30 
INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 3,600 
PROFESSOR 63,800 






PATIENT SVC REP 13.43 
CUSTODIAN 10.78 
COOR CAREER PLNG/PLCMNT 40,039 
ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE 16.79 
PROFESSOR 85,293 
PROF, AST CLINCL 81,853 
FLOOR MAINT WKR 12.56 
ADMIN AIDE 16.90 
TUTOR 15.00 
ATHLETIC TRAINER, AST 30,900 
TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 8.00 
PROF. AST 63,008 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.50 
LECTURER 10,194 
ASOC DIR STU FIN AID 45,531 
SOCIAL WORKER 20.53 
D B  PRGMR/ANLYST-EXPRT 65,000 







STLOU Bourne.Godfrey R 
STLOU Bowennaster,Tod Alan 
STLOU Bowes.Allyson Dayle 
STLOU Boyce.Christopher John 
STLOU Boyd,Jamillah 
STLOU Boyd.Karen 0 
STLOU Boye.r,Chrisann L 
STLOU Boyer,Pallicia G 
STLOU Braddix,D'Andre Cortez 
STLOU Bradford,Connie Lea 
STLOU Brady,James 
STLOU Brady.Sarah 
STLOU Brammer,Mitti Sue 
STLOU Brendes,Gary Wayne 
STLOU Braun.Debra Lynn 
STLOU Braxton,Dar,yl D 




STLOU Bredemeier ,Brenda Jo 
STLOU Brefeld,Rosemarie 
STLOU Bremer.Mary Ellen 
STLOU Brennan.Donald E 
STLOU Breshears.Christopher Lee 
STLOU Bridges.Jessie L 
STLOU Bridges,Lar,y Dale 
STLOU Brimer.Janelle Marie 
STLOU Brokaw.Dawn Marie 
STLOU Brookman.Terrence R 
STLOU Brooks,Rebacca Lynn 
STLOU Brown.Barbara A 
STLOU Brown.Barbara w
STLOU Brown.Charles E 
STLOU Brown,David Gerard 





University Coolerences & Inn COOR, UNIV CONFERENCE SVCS 
Instructional Computing SUPV. SITE 
Graduate Related Activities OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 
Office of Research Administrat MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 
Telephone Services SUPV TELECOMM 
Educational Leadership & Polle PROF, ASOC 
Student Life Operations PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 
Continuing Education & Outreac FISCAL AST 
Athletics COACH NON-ACA 
Human Resources OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 
T eachlng & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Music PROF, ASOC TEACH 
Continuing Education & Outreac MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs STOREKEEPER 
Admin Services Div /:v.Jx Svcs CUSTODIAN 
Business Services MAIL CARRIER 
College of Business Admlnistra PROFESSOR 
Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 
Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC 
Foreign Languages & Ltterature LECTURER 
Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Technology Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST 
University Communications MGR WEB & ELECTRONIC COMMS 
Criminology & Criminal Justice ADMIN ASOCI 
Maintenance Services MGR MAINT OPNS 
Ctr lor Student Success OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
Anthropology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 
Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I l l  
College or Optometry MGR STUDENT SERVICES 
Mercantile Library AST TO DIRECTOR 
Grounds GROUNDS LEAD 
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STLOU Brown.Georgia Y Admin Servioes Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Brown.Kathleen S Educational Leadership & Polk: PROF,ASOC 48,515 
STLOU Brown,La'ondril  Chrlshawn Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Brown.Larry William Terrell Admin Services Div Aux Svcs FLOOR MAINT WKR 12.56 
STLOU Brown,Mary Ann User Services TECHL TRAINER-PRIN 78,656 
STLOU Brown.Michael College of Business Adminislra LECTURER 52.499 
STLOU Brown.Peter D Continuing Educatloo & Outreac NETWK SYST ANLYST-EXPRT 67,729 
STLOU Brownell.Susan E Anthropology PROFESSOR 72,322 
STLOU Browning.Lee J College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT 27,827 
STLOU Bruce.Kamila Sheree White Psychology PROF.AST 76,109 
STLOU Bruce.Steven Edward Psychology PROF, ASOC 77,757 
STLOU Brunero.John Stephen Philosophy PROF. AST 58,005 
STLOU Brunig,Brian James College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT 14,203 
STLOU Bruza,Robert M Maintenance Services CARPENTER 21.02 
STLOU BryanLAngela Student Support Services TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Bucur,Barbara Psychology PROF, AST 64,556 
STLOU Budhan,Manpreet Kaur College of Nursing LECTURER 20,592 
STLOU Bueneman,Puspa Leela Career Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 13.09 
STLOU Bui.Hoa Thi Hoang Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER 8.00 
STLOU Buie.Amelia Jean Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Burger.Gary K College of Nursing PROF EMERITUS 1,500 
STLOU Burkeen.Bruce Allen Chemistry ENGRG TECHN, RESRCH SR 24.84 
STLOU Burkett.Sheila Annette Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 3.500 
STLOU Bur1<holder,Mar1< Alan History PROFESSOR 140,238 
STLOU Burnett.Norma C Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,534 
STLOU Burney Miller.Katherine L Biology ADMIN ASOCI 20.16 
STLOU Burns.Kathleen A Condnuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR 60,000 
STLOU Bums,Richard Boyton Educational Psyd)ology PROF. AST ADJUNCT 15,696 
STLOU Burris,Annette M. Center for International Studi INTERNATL ADMISS OFFICER 38,188 
STLOU Burris.Deborah J Special Units Office of Equal DIR OFC EQUAL OPPORTNTY-S 113,654 
STLOU Burrows.Stephen J College of Business Administra LECTURER 50,000 
STLOU Bursik JR.Robert J Criminology & Criminal Justioe PROF, CURATORS 98,000 
STLOU Burton,Brandon D UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 15.96 
STLOU Burton.Geoffrey Lynn KWMU FM Radio SALES REP 32.136 
STLOU Burton,Gloria M Student Financial Aid DEPT AST 12.06 
STLOU Burton.John Michael Maintenance Services MAINT SVC A TTD 17.70 
• • • 
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STLOU Burton,Shamioe Dawn Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Buowell,Chlistopher James Dev/Alumni Records MGR PROJ MGMT/PROC IMPRVMNT 80,516 
STLOU Busch.Ellen L Clinical Experiences MENTOR 8,925 
STLOU Busch.Tanika Lea Dean of Arts & Sciences MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 58,302 
STLOU Busklrk,Trent College of Nursing PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 13,500 
STLOU BuUer,Michael K Technology & Leaming Ctr RESRCH ANLYST SR 61,271 
STLOU Buyd<,Deborah L Ctr for Student Suocess COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 45,272 
STLOU Byrd,Aaron Darcy Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Byrd.Alan K Admissions DIR ADMISSIONS 80,000 
STLOU Byme,Emily D. Dean of Arts & Sciences OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 14.41 
STLOU Gabrera,Brenda K Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.82 
STLOU Caeiro,Martha Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 38,368 
STLOU Cahill JR,John T UMSL Polica LOCKSMITH 20.48 
STLOU Cal,Halyan Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 91,637 
STLOU Calhoun.Sarah Elizabeth Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 12.00 
STLOU Gallner,Sharon Art & Art History PROF, ASOC TEACH 35,550 
STLOU Calvert,Wilma J College of Nursing PROF.AST 73,000 
STLOU Camp.Pat Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST 15.26 
STLOU Campbell Ill.James C Performing Arts Operations SUPV AUDIO SYSTEMS BTPAC 46,524 
STLOU Campbell,James F College of Business Admlnlstra PROFESSOR 128,799 
STLOU Campbell,Julia Ann College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 57,229 
STLOU Canavan.Alice Physics and Astronomy AOMIN ASOC I 22.59 
STLOU Candice.Christopher G. University Child Development! PRESCHOOL AID 8.13 
STLOU Cann.Cheryle Jacobson Library LIBRARIAN Ill 72,528 
STLOU Cannon.Jason Clark Theater & Dance PROF, AST VISITING 41,600 
STLOU Cannon,Tracey L Public Polley Research Centers RESRCH SPCLST SR 46,956 
STLOU Carbone,Kristin Climlnology & Criminal Justice PROF.AST 65,720 
STLOU C8rich,Peter A Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,616 
STLOU Cariola,Eugene Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ADJUNCT 22,590 
STLOU Garothers,Donna M Alumn
i Activtties AST DIR ALUM ACTVS 56,787 
STLOU Carr.David Boice College of Optometry DRIVER 12.00 
STLOU Carrell.Janice M A  Graduate Related Activities EXEC STAFF AST II 21.57 
STLOU Carroll.Eugene Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD 17.70 
STLOU Carroll.Joseph C English PROF, CURATORS 94,250 
STLOU Carson.Bryan L Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 11,71 
STLOU Garter.Michael E College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 10,500 
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STLOU Castulik,Kathy Univers,ty Health Services HLTH EDUCATOR 44,826 
STLOU Cates.Judy Child NJvocacy Center ADMINAST 15.10 
STLOU Cato.Sarah Educational Leadership & Polle TUTOR 25.00 
STLOU Cattanach,John R. Perfonning Arts Operations DIR PERFORMING ARTS CNTR 97,519 
STLOU Cays,Donna Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 38,617 
STLOU Cedeck,Karen A Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST 16.27 
ST LOU Ced eek, Rachel A University Child DevelopmenU PRESCHOOL AID 7.25 
STLOU Chakraborty,Uday Kumar Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 89,880 
STLOU Chambers.Benjamin James Disablllty Access Services TUTOR 10.00 
STLOU Chambwa,Mwaka Biology RESRCH AST 10.00 
STLOU Chandler,Jessica Brianne Athletics AST DIR ATHLETICS 52,500 
STLOU Chapman.Sieve W T ed\nology Services LAN ENGINEER-SPCLST 57.000 
STLOU ChMton,Cynlhla Helen Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 600 
STLOU Chavez.Concepcion Z Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Chavira,Jesus Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 13.28 
STLOU Chen,Yanhong ITS Operations DB PRGMR/ANL YST-SPCLST 46,000 
STLOU Cherry,Astra A Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 3,000 
STLOU Chew,Undell Phillip College of Business Administra INSTRUCTOR 65,964 
STLOU Chickey,Carol A Graduate Related Activities DEPT AST 12.85 
STLOU Chickos.James Chemistry PROFESSOR 78.948 
STLOU Chllds,Deborah WIidman Teaciling & Leaming LECTURER 37,664 
STLOU Christie,Esha Moses Student Support Services TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Chui,Charles Mathematics & Computer Science PROF. CURATORS 151,704 
STLOU Clar1<,Christina Annette NJmln Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 12.48 
STLOU Clar1<,Gary L UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 19.59 
STLOU Clar1<,Hamet Scranton Dean Honors College LECTURER 20,38a 
STLOU Clark.Mavis Anita Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,616 
STLOU Clark.Sharon Denise Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN,ASOC 81,511 
STLOU Clar1<e Ekong,Sheilah F Anthropology PROF, ASOC 123,702 
STLOU Clay.Antonio Charles Business Services MAIL CARRIER 13.71 
STLOU Clayton.Carl Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 13.28 
STLOU Clemente-Craren,Jennifer Leigh Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 14.00 
STLOU Clingher,Adrian Mathematics & Computer Science PROF.AST 67,840 
STLOU Coatier,Paula F English LECTURER 32,209 
STLOU Cobb.Lauren L Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 45,580 
STLOU Cobillas,Judy Ann Art & Art History LECTURER SR 9,000 
• 1 • • 
• 
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STLOU Cochran,Judlth A Educational Leadership & Polic PROFESSOR 108,904 
STLOU Coffey.Joyce Claire Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC COOR 9,500 
STLOU Coffin,Floyd Larry Recreational Sports/Intramural AST DIR ATHLETICS 59,225 
STLOU Cohen,Deborah History PROF. AST 54,350 
STLOU Cohen.Margaret Weis Center for Teaching & Leaming ACADEMIC DIR 108,564 
STLOU Coker,Adeniyl A Theater & Dance PROFESSOR 125,.487 
STLOU Coker.Angela Counseling - College of Educat PROF. AST 57,952 
STLOU Coleman,Deborah A Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Coleman.Rhonda Jane Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 4,614 
STLOU Coleman.Tyrone James Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Collins.Karen S Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 15,696 
STLOU Compton,Claf1< Claude College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 18,600 
STLOU Conley,Michael K Office of Research Administrat COOR FACILITY 48,586 
STLOU Conner.Ella M Admissions CLERK, SR 10.48 
STLOU Contarini,Oaniel Lawrence UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT 17.91 
STLOU Conway,Patllck C UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 20.29 
STLOU Cook.Deetta College of Nursing LECTURER 10,296 
STLOU Cook.Nancy Dill Cashiers Office ACCOUNTANT 16.46 
STLOU Cook.Richard M English PROFESSOR 80,434 
STLOU Cook.Sylvia English PROFESSOR 74,900 
STLOU Coonrod.Curtis C Vice Provost Student Affairs V PROVOST 176,500 
STLOU Cope,Glen H. VC Academic Affairs PROVOST 221,600 
STLOU Cortett,Mary Ann Admin Services Div Allx Svcs SUPV BOOK DEPT 45,224 
STLOU Coi1ey,Heather Ann M & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 18,000 
STLOU Comford,Emest A Finance DIR FINANCE-S 107,000 
STLOU Cornwell.Pamela Teaching & Leaming LECTURER SR 7,386 
STLOU Cosgrove.John J Criminology & Criminal Justice LECTURER 7,620 
STLOU Cosgrove.Michael A Art & Art History LECTURER 27,232 
STLOU Cosmopoulos,Michael Anthropology PROFESSOR 63,648 
STLOU Costello,Michael Joseph College of Business Administra PROF, AST TEACH 45,900 
STLOU Cotton.Sandra Louise Admissions CLERK 9.59 
STLOU Cottone,R Rocoo Counseling - College or Educat PROFESSOR 100,065 
STLOU Covington,Betty J VC Administrative Services EXEC STAFF AST II 25.20 
STLOU Cowell,Kimbel1y Sue Music LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Cox.Andrea Renee University Child Developmentl DAYCARE AST 12.74 






STLOU Crane,.John 8 
STLOU Crawford,Karen D 
STLOU Crawshaw.Sandra J 
STLOU Creamer.John Hunter 
STLOU Crean.Allan R 
STLOU Creason,Maryt,eth E 
STLOU Crews,Lany D 
STLOU Cribbs,Deborah Elaine
STLOU Cristiani,Therese S 
STLOU Crites,Danyl M 
STLOU Crocl<er,Gabrlal L 
STLOU Croft,Jeffrey G. 
STLOU Cronan.Joanne M 
STLOU Crone Willis.Kelly R 
STLOU Crosby,Jacl< M 
STLOU Cross.Sue Ann 
STLOU Crothers.Renee 
STLOU Csapo Sweet.Rita 
STLOU Cudnik,Chnsllan W. 
STLOU Cummings.Karen Lynn 
STLOU Cummings.Shawn A 
STLOU Cunningham.Michael 
STLOU Cuny Jr.Marie J 
STLOU Cuny.Glen David 
STLOU Curtis.Lori 
STLOU Cusumano.Dominic Vincent 
STLOU Cutts.Trina R 
STLOU Da Sliva.Claudio 
STLOU Dakich,Joy L 
STLOU Dalay,Stephen M 
STLOU Dalton,Berna<lette Mary 
STLOU Dalton.John Hiram 
STLOU Datton,Norman Sytvester 
STLOU Dames,Chrlslopher 
STLOU Daniel.Christopher James 
STLOU Daniel,Gertraud 
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College of Optomelly PROF, AST CLINCL 
Campus Departments Chancellor SECRETARY SR 
Center for lntemallonal Studi COOR NON-US CITIZEN TAX/EMPL 
Accounting Services ACCOUNTANT SR 
Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR 
Degree Audit Reporting System TRANS CREDIT EVAL SPCLST 
Maintenance Services MECH, AUTO CNTRL 
Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN I 
Counseling - College of Educat PROF, ASOC 
Technology Services SUPV CMPTG OPNS SHIFT 
Criminology & Criminal Justice LECTURER 
Maintenance Services MAtNT SVC ATTD 
College of Business Administre RESRCH AST 
User Services SYST ADMINR-PRIN 
University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR 
Counseling -College of Educat SECRET ARY SR 
Custodial Services SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-$ 
Theater & Danca PROF,ASOC 
KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 
Art & Art History PROF, AST 
Biology LECTURER 
Ctr for Student Suooess SPECIALIST 
Admissions ADMtSS ADVISOR 
Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR 
Social Work PROF, AST TEACH 
Performing Aris Operations EVENTS AST 
Business Services COURIER 
Residential Lffe CUSTODIAN 
College of Business Administra LECTURER 
Art & Art History LECTURER 
College of Business Administra OFFICE SUPRT STAFF ill 
English PROF.AST 
Grounds SUPV GROUNDS MAINT 
Library LIBRARIAN 111 
Library LIBRARIAN I 
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STLOU Daniels.Dana Beteet Special Units Office of Equal DEPT SPCLST 57,528 
STLOU Danthony,Celine Christelle Forelgn Languages & literalure TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Darandarl,Hamza Facilities Planning DIRECTOR 105,000 
STLOU Dartco,Samuel 0 Custodial Se!\/ices CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU DalTis,Tavana C Corps/Fdn/PG ADMINAST 13.43 
STLOU Darmw,Laura C Facilities Planning FISCAL ANLYST 19.00 
STLOU DausLGreg Development Office ASOC DIR DEVELOPMENT 66,000 
STLOU Davenpo�Fella Kalherlne Theater & Dance PROF.AST 45,000 
STLOU Davldson,Betty J Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848 
STLOU Davis Jr.John Glenn Athletics TEMP TECHNICAL 7.25 
STLOU Davis.Cassandra Venice Mulli-Cultural Relations TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Davls.Laey J College of Optometry DEAN 154,024 
STLOU Davis.Matthew Donald Educational Leadership & Polic PROF,ASOC 60,915 
STLOU Davis.Pierre w English LECTURER 28,248 
STLOU Davis.Princess Leah Shareese Registralion DATA ENTRY QPR I 9.79 
STLOU Davis.Ruby J Custodial Sel'lices SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-S 44,300 
STLOU Day.Kevin J. UMSL Police DISPATCHER. RADIO 12.00 
STLOU Declue.James A College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT 22,624 
STLOU Declue,Rochelle Multi-Cultural Relations AST DIRECTOR 70,278 
STLOU DeForest.Byron Neely Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.57 
STLOU Degenha�Jeffrey Lee Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,616 
STLOU DeKinder,Julle Lynn Ott College of Optometry PROF, AST CUNCL 75,202 
STLOU Delcamp.Mara k. Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTL DESIGN SPCLST 40,108 
STLOU Deloach-Packnett,Gwendolyn Multi-Cultural Relations DIR MULTICULTURAL RELS 90,963 
STLOU Demchenko,Alexei Chemistry PROF, ASOC 68,501 
STLOU Denny.Dorothy R. Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER 34,754 
STLOU DenLEunice Merle Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Darda.Grace Chaudet Dean of Al1s & Sciences COOR STU SVCS/RECDS 47,350 
STLOU Derham.Billie Jo Musk: PROF, AST ADJUNCT 42,300 
STLOU Deuser.Cecelia M Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 15.00 
STLOU Devereux.James J Missouri Enterprise PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 85,000 
STLOU DeWitt,Jeffrey Ryan Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU DeWulf,He1ene L Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Diamond.Sandra Educational Psychology PROJ DIRECTOR 59,624 
STLOU Dibb,Susan Ford Recreational SporlS/lntramural STU SVC COOR 25,220 






STLOU Diecker,Juditll Ann 
STLOU Diel.Laura Lee 
STLOU Diggs.Benard 
STLOU Diley.Nancy Katherine 
STLOU Dllworth,Marilyn M. 
STLOU Ding.Cody Shuai 
STLOU Dingman.Sean Douglas 
STLOU Dion.Mary Eva 
STLOU Ditmeyer,Betty J. 
STLOU Ditto-Pernell.Marilyn E 
STLOU Dixon.Rhoda 
STLOU Dobbs.Jill M. 
STLOU Doering.Deborah 
STLOU Doerr.Aaron 
STLOU Dolan.Margaret R 
STLOU Dolan.Patricia A 
STLOU Dollard,Palrick 
STLOU Donato Jr.Phillip Richard 
STLOU Doney.Sherry Ann 
STLOU Doran.David Alan 
STLOU Doran.Mary E 
STLOU Domer.Lisa Marie 
STLOU Doss.Khalilah Toyina Hyatt 
STLOU Dotson.Shelley Marie 
STLOU Dotzel,Qiang Sun 
STLOU Dotzel,Ronald M 
STLOU Domen-White,Priscllla Anne 
STLOU Dowe.Kenneth X 
STLOU Downs.Christopher R 
STLOU Downs,Julie Ann 
STLOU Draper.Nancy J 
STLOU Dreith.Alison C 
STLOU Drewel.Lisa Ann 
STLOU Drewry.Katherine Laura 
STLOU Driemeier,Donald H 
STLOU Drohobyczer,Daphne 
• 




Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
Mercantile Library AOMINAST 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs MGR OPNS-UNIV CNTR 
Biology AOMINAIDE 
User Services SWITCHBOARD QPR 
Educational Psychology PROF,ASOC 
Chemistry PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 
Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Center ror Transp Studies ADMIN AST 
Disability Access Services DIRECTOR 
Teaching & Learning LECTURER 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
Continuing Education & Outreac ADMIN ASOC I 
KWMU FM Radio PRODUCTION AST 
Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, AST TEACH 
VC Academic Affairs SPCL AST TO V CHANCL 
Graphic Services BINDERYOPR 
KWMU FM Radio MGR, MKTG/OUTREACH-KWMU 
College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 
Music OFFICE SUP RT STAFF Ill 
Library LIBRARIAN Ill 
Educational Psychology PROF.AST 
Residential Ltte AST DIR RESL LIFE 
Performing Arts Operations MGR EVENTS & PATRON SVCS 
Malhematlcs & Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH 
Mathematlcs & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 
History PROF,ASOC 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 
Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR 
Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
Human Resources ADMIN ASOCI 
Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 
Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 
Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER 
Dean College of Business DEAN/ASOC/AST EMERITUS 
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STLOU O'Souza,Valerian T Chemistry PROF,ASOC 56,953 
STLOU Duane.James F Educational Leadership & Polle RESRCHAST 75,225 
STLOU DuBuque,Ronald Clark Athletlcs ATHLETIC TRAINER 43.775 
STLOU Dudley.Beth A. College of Nursing LECTURER 69,849 
STLOU Outer.Dallas D Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Duffey,Suellynn Kay English PROF.ASOC 65,646 
STLOU Duke Jr,James ChMes Teaching & Leaming LECTURER SR 14,772 
STLOU OUke,Linda Sue Clinical Experiences LECTURER 3,825 
STLOU Dullovi,Emrush Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Dullovi,Hasim Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Dunbar.Andrea Marie Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST 16.47 
STLOU Duncan.Mary Virginia College of Business Administra LECTURER 26,400 
STLOU Duncan,Sharron Markell Disability Access Services TUTOR 10.00 
STLOU Dunham.Mary Smith Mathematics & Computer Science LECTURER SR 16,170 
STLOU Dunn.Jerry Child Advocacy Center ACADEMIC DIR 80,372 
STLOU OUnn-Morton,Julie Anita Mercantile Library MANUSCRIPT SPCLST SR 55,707 
STLOU Dupuis.Terrence E KWMU FM Radio CHIEF OF BROADCAST OPNS-RADIO 62,189 
STLOU Dupureur,Cynthla M Chemistry PROF, ASOC 66,491 
STLOU Durham.Tamara H. COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR 31,000 
STLOU Dyle.Rufus College of Optometry DEPT SPCLST 43,625 
STLOU Ea�e,James A. Athletics COACH NON-ACA 5,683 
STLOU Ea�y.Oebra Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 3,000 
STLOU Easley,Balbara A History LECTURER 10,000 
STLOU Easton JR.Robert W Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
STLOU Easton.Tina Marie Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Eaton.Stephanie Ann Admln Services Div Aux Svcs AST MGR BOOKSTORE 41,936 
STLOU Ebest,Sally Barr English PROFESSOR 63,417 
STLOU Eby,Tim John KWMU FM Radio DIR/GENL MGR-KWMU 98,500 
STLOU Echols, Vid<ie M Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Eckell<amp,Elizabeth Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 50,999 
STLOU Eckert.Anthony 0 User Services SYST AOMINR-EXPRT 75,379 
STLOU Eckhardt.Laura Foreign Languages & Ltterature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Eckhardt.Megan M Daschbach Center for Nanoscience RESRCH ASOC 21,600 
STLOU Edmonston,Michael Neal Maintenance Services CARPENTER 21.02 
STLOU Edwards.Elizabeth Sumie Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 12.00 







STLOU Edwards.Mary Katherfne 
STLOU Edwards.Ronald J 
STLOU Edwards,Tracie L 
STLOU Elder.Anthony W. 
STLOU El·Hage Chehade,Laura Lynn 
STLOU Elias,Martille Rene 
STLOU Ell,Paul R 
STLOU Ellerbusch,Lisabeth 
STLOU Ellennan Sr.Michael J 
STLOU Elliott,Danielle Tae 
STLOU Elliott,Michael T 
STLOU Elliott, Yvonne 
STLOU Ellis Jr.Charles E 
STLOU Ellison.Mary Jo 
STLOU Elwood,Lisa S 
STLOU Enneking,Barbara A 
STLOU Enoch,Jerol B 
STLOU Epps,Sarah E 
STLOU Ernst.Ann Gleason 
STLOU Esl>ensen,Finn Aage 
STLOU Elling,Terry Lynn 
STLOU Evans.Caleb Thomas 
STLOU Evans.James Afan 
STLOU Evans,Mary G 
STLOU Eveloff,Vivian L 
STLOU Even,Yael 
STLOU Exner,Judy Lynn 
STLOU Eyssell, Thomas H 
STLOU Fal>ellar,Lisandro Cruz 
STLOU Faerber.Katharine Lizette 
STLOU FanlJoy-Ross,Sherry Susan 
STLOU Farbennan,Susann M
STLOU Fanner.Timothy A 
STLOU Farnsworth.Kent Allen 
STLOU Farrell.Monica L 
STLOU Farris 11,Mark A 
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KWMU FM Radio PROD MGR RADIO 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs COOR AUDIOVISUAL SVCS 21.10 
Economics LECTURER 15,000 
Technology Services DATA CNTR SUPRT TECH I 14.36 
Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 45,000 
Teaching & Leaming PROF.AST 53,174 
Center ror lnternallonal Studl COOR PRGMS & SPCL EVENTS 30,794 
College of Optomell)' DEPT AST 15.01 
52,000 
Grounds MECH, SMALL ENGINE 19.14 
Educational Leadership & Polle TUTOR 12.00 
College of Business Administra PROF, ASOC 129,710 
College of Business Admlnlstra LECTURER 10,500 
Office or Research Administrat ACCOUNT ANT SR 50,000 
College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 42,588 
Center for Trauma Recovery FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL 36,000 
Office of Research Administrat ASOC DIRECTOR 77,594 
Continuing Education & Outreac COORDINATOR 31,034 
Dean of Arts & Sciences CLERK TYP IST 10.11 
Center for International Studi ACADEMIC ADVISOR 27,183 
Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR 129,544 
Gerontology LECTURER SR 10,500 
ITS Operations DATA BASE ADMINR-SPCLST 54,000 
Perfonning Arts Operations EVENTS AST 17.48 
Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
Sua Shear Institute for Women ACADEMIC DIR 107,706 
Art & Art Hislory PROFESSOR 69,040 
UMSL Police DISPATCHER, RADIO 13.89 
College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 184,548 
Disability Access Services TUTOR 10.00 
Art & Art History RESRCHAST 8.00 
Dean College of Business OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 11.96 
Collage of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH 85,292 
Collage of Business Adminlstra PROF, ASOC 106,812 
Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, TEACH 82,704 
Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR 44,050 
Continuing Education & Outreac EVENTS AST 9.00 
,. •
• 
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STLOU Fausz,J Frederick History PROF,ASOC 78, 958 
STLOU Favignano Jr.Rodney Instructional Computing SFTWR SUPRT ANLYST·ENTRY 3 0. 400 
STLOU Fay.James D Theater & Dance PROF , ASOC 55,285 
STLOU Fazio.Sheila Renae Social Work LECTURER 9,0 0 
STLOU Fazzaro,Charles J Educational Leadarahlp & Polle PROF,ASOC 81,973 
STLOU Fedak.Mary p Eoonomics LECTURER 22,800 
STLOU Feigenbaum.Susan Kay Economics PROFESSOR 96,6 20 
STLOU Feldman,Bemard Joseph UMSLIWashington Univ. Engineer DEAN,ASOC 108,6 3 9  
STLOU Femlund,Kevin History PROF,ASOC 60, 6 6 2  
STLOU Ferran.Francesca Graduate Related Activities ACADEMIC ADVISOR 2 6,953 
STLOU Ferrell.Jane Dauten Dean College of Business AST TO DEAN 43,518 
STLOU Fetters.Mark S Public Policy Research Centers OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 1 4.2 0 
STLOU Flala,Kellisa Lyn Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.00 
STLOU Fick.Rachel Anne Communication LECTURER 18,12 0 
STLOU Flcklen,Wllllam G Library LIBRARY AST II 18.96 
STLOU Finley ,Amanda Leah College of Nursing LECTURER 53,560 
STLOU Finley.Andrea Lynell University Child DevelopmenU CHILD CARE AST 10.93 
STLOU Fischer Messmer.Jane Ann College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 12,168 
STLOU Fischer.Sharon E Clinical Expertences MENTOR 3.82 5
STLOU Fish.Anne College of Nursing PROF,ASOC 84,3 7 1  
STLOU Fitzgerald.Kevin J Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 18.82 
STLOU Fitzgerald.Megan Marte Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WOR KER ASOC 41,952 
STLOU Fix.Michael Physics and Astronomy PROF. ASOC TEACH 3 3.46 3 
STLOU Flanagan.Lori Athlelics DIR ATHLETICS 100,000 
STLOU Flanlgan,Patrlck Eugene User Services I-NET ADMINR-EXPRT 21.1 5 
STLOU Flanigan.Yolanda Cashae College of OptomelJy ADMINAST 1 5.97 
STLOU Flatt.Sarah Lindsay College of Nursing LECTURER 13,728 
STLOU Fleming JR. WIiiia Continuing Education & Outraac CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Fleming.Rosa Marla Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 2,513 
STLOU Fletcher.Christopher M. Precollegiate Program AST DIR PRECOLLEGIATE PRGMS 47,000 
STLOU Flores.Ricardo A Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR 6 6,577 
STLOU Flotron ,Gary L College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 9,300 
STLOU Flunker.Joseph Craft Chemistry GLASSBLOWER II 2 1.7 3 
STLOU Foerat,Elliott Timothy UMSLPolice POLICE OFFICER 16.61 
STLOU Fogarty.Brian J Political Science PROF.AST 6 0.0 6 5  
STLOU Fohl.Cynthia L Continuing Education & Outraac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR 44,13 3 
17 
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STlOU Fok.Kam Fook 
STlOU Forbes.Nancy S 
STLOU Fortner.Tammy Lynne 
STlOU Foster.Diana Marie Merc:adel 
STLOU Foster.Kathleen Ann 
STlOU Fowler.Laura Faye 
STlOU Fowler,Mary K 
STLOU Fowler.Stephanie L 
STLOU Fox.Jamal James 
STLOU Francis,Antya M 
STLOU Frandsen.Gary Michael 
STLOU Frank,Kimberty 
STLOU Franklln,LaVeme C 
STlOU Franzel,Aaron Stephen 
STlOU Franzel,G A 
STLOU Fraundorf,Phlllp 
STLOU Frazer,Michael L. 
STLOU Fraeman,Oerrick 
STLOU Freeman,Melody D 
STlOU Frey.Jay M 
STLOU Fried,Laura Melorl 
STLOU Friedlander.Richard J 
STLOU Friedline.Gerianne 
STLOU Friedrich.Judith R 
STlOU Frierson,Ca�a Celeste 
STLOU Friese.James Owen 
STLOU Frisbee.Jenny 
STLOU Frisella,Suzanne F 
STLOU Frl12 Hoerchler,Tarren Denise 
STLOU Frost,Christopher l 
STLOU Fry.Daniel David 
STLOU Fry.Geoffrey David 
STLOU Frye.Carri Elizabeth 
STLOU Frye,Nyonia Jones 
STLOU Fu,Oingbo 
STLOU Fulks.Kenneth G. .. 
2009-2010 Salary Report 
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Chemistry RESRCHAST 
VC Academic Affairs DEPT AST 
Cashiers Offl<:e ADMIN AST 
College of Optometry OPTOMETRIC TECHN 
Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID 
College of Nursing LECTURER 
User Services DIR USER SVCS.S 
User Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST 
College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
College of Nursing LECTURER 
Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
Student Support Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV 
College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL 
College of Optometry DEAN,ASOC 
Physics and Astronomy PROF,ASOC 
Athletics ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
Special Untts Offtce of Equal EQUAL OPPORTUNITY SPCLST 
Continuing Education & Outreac SUPV, OFFICE 
Graphic Services PREPRESS SR 
M & Art History LECTURER 
Mathematics & Computer Science PROFESSOR 
Dean Honors College LECTURER 
Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN II 
Dean College of Education DEPT AST 
User Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST 
Continuing Education & OUtreac LECTURER 
College & Units EXEC STAFF AST II 
Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
College of Optometry OPTOMETRIC TECHN 
Music SPECIALIST 
Continuing Education & OUtreac TEACHING AST 
Admln Services Div Aux Svcs TEMP CLERICAL 
Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST 
College of Business Administra PROF.AST 

















































STLOU Fung.Hung Gay 
STLOU Furgason.Kathern Lee
STLOU Furlow.Teri A 
STLOU Gadel,Alice M 
STLOU Galovski,Tara Ellen 
ST LOU Galvin, Victoria 
S TLOU Ganahl,Gioa Veri 
STLOU Gantner.Eric M. 
STLOU Gant<ert, Thomas 
STLOU Ganz.David R 
STLOU Gao,Libin 
STLOU Gao.Yong 
STLOU Garcia.Debra S 
snou Garhart.Christine A 
STLOU Gamer.Oscar Wayne 
STLOU Garrett.Susan Gail 
STLOU Galllltt,Wllliam A 
STLOU Garrison.Robert Strld<ler 
STLOU Garver.Wayne Paul 
STLOU Garzia.Ralph P 
STLOU Garzon.Dawn L 
STLOU Gasen Thenhaus.Virginia K 
STLOU Gatson.Linda Marie 
STLOU Gaubatz.Douglas Frederick 
snou Gavett.Christine Eli2abeth 
STLOU Gavin.Stephanie Lynn 
STLOU Gay.Cassandra L. 
STLOU Gayoo,Oonald E 
STLOU Gazda.Jeanette M 
snou Geisler.Gregory Gerard 
STLOU Geiss.Mary Bridget 
STLOU Gellman.David 
snou Gemignani,Cynthia 
STLOU Gentile.Kathy J 
STLOU Gentry.Jerry Dee 





College of Business Administra 
Continuing Education & Outreac 




Continuing Education & Outreac 
Art & Art History 
Missouri Entetprise 
Dean College of Business 
Chemistry 
College of Business Adminlstra 
Economics 
College of Optometry 
Maintenance Servioes 
Continuing Education & OUtreac 
Library 
Technology Services 
Physics and Astronomy 
College of Optometry 
College of Nursing 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Finance 
Art & Art History 
College of Optometry 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Welcome Center 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
College of Business Administra 
Communicatlon 
Technology Services 
College & Units 
English 
UMSL Police 




ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR 





PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 
PROF, AST EMERITUS 
POST DOCTORAL ASOC 
PROF.AST 
ADMINASOCI 
PROF. AST CLINCL 
MAINT SVC ATTD 








PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
PROF. AST ADJUNCT 
LECTURER SR 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
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STLOU Georges.Anthony Student Financial Aid DIR STU FINL AID.s 88,180
STLOU Gerdes.Robert William Business Services MAIL CARRIER 11.18
STLOU Gerrein,Sheryl Lee Theater & Dance OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 14.06
STLOU Gerteis,Louis Saxton History PROFESSOR 88,568
STLOU Gerth.Daniel J Dean HonO<S College PROF, AST TEACH 45,024
STLOU Geyer.Melody Olivia Art & Art History MODEL 12.00
STLOU Gholson.Talia J Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST 15.05
STLOU Gibb.Erika L Physics and Astronomy PROF.AST 63,282
STLOU Gibson.Carla Roussin Performing Arts Operations AST MGR MKTG 40,992
STLOU Gibson.Warren College of Nursing OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.77
STLOU Gifford.Kim A Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.00
STLOU Gilbern;en,Lisa Anne Continuing Education & Outteac LECTURER 2,307
STLOU Gilbertson.Peggy K Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR 32,708
STLOU Giljum,Donald Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 3,000
STLOU Gillespie,Dorlene E. Counseling - College of Educat LECTURER 3,461
STLOU Glllespie,Gienda J College or Business Administra TEMP CLERICAL 12.00
STLOU Gillham.David James Music PROF, ASOC 60,395
STLOU Gillingham Ill.John Rowley History PROF. CURATORS 110,500
STLOU Girivaru,Ravindra Venkata Mathematics & Computer Science PROF.AST 65,000
STLOU Gtassberg.Andrew Durst Political Science PROF,ASOC 84.605
STLOU Glassman.Joel Norman Center ror International Studi ACADEMIC DIR 123,850
STLOU Glazer.Sheila A Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 4,924
STLOU Gleason.Julia E Performing Arts Operations ADMIN ASOCI 17.50
STLOU Gleason.Nancy L Dean Honors College DEAN, ASOC 90,072
STLOU Glover-Orr.Laura Ellen Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848
STLOU Godfrey.Susan Kay Custodial Seivices CUSTODIAN 12.23
STLOU Goe.Gregory Telephone Seivices LAN ENGINEER-SPCLST 60,000 
STLOU Goerke,Marilyn Joyce Continuing Education & OUtreac LECTURER SR 2,462
STLOU Gokel Jr.George William Center for Nanoscience PROF, DISTINGUISHED 173,040
STLOU Goldwasser,Cary Marte Performing Arts Operations MGR MKTG/lNFO-EXTNS 54,000
STLOU Gombo,Altanzul Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR 7.50
STLOU Goodwin.Diane A Dean College of Education ACADEMIC EVALUATOR 18.03
STLOU Gorla,Nancy L Clinical Experiences LECTURER 1,275
STLOU Gouwens,Donald A Educational Psychology PROF. AST CLINCL 55,017
STLOU Grady,Francis W English PROFESSOR 63,490
STLOU Graham.Barbara Luck Political Science PROF, ASOC 63.499
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STLOU Graham.Deborah Lorraine Alumni Activities DIR ALUMNI RELS 82.000 
STLOU Gram.Julie M College of Optomet,y ADMINASOCII 60,981 
STLOU Granger.Charles Ralph Biology PROF, CURATOR TEACH 130,296 
STLOU Granger.Debra A Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Grant.Anthony Paul Continuing Education & Qutreac TEMP TECHNICAL 12.50 
STLOU Grant.Susan M English PROF, ASOC TEACH 39,132 
STLOU Graslaub,Debra A Dev/Alumni Records PRGMR/ANYLST-EXPRT 52,523 
STLOU Graves.Michael J. Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 17.50 
STLOU Grayes.Israel Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Graze.Bridget Nicole Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 13.00 
STLOU Green.Keith R Missouri Enterprise PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 70,000 
STLOU Green.Martha A. Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Green.Oscar Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Greene.Clinton A Economics PROF,ASOC 70,185 
STLOU Greenwell.Sarah Helena Transportation & Par1<ing 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 10.50 
STLOU Gress.Randall P. Office of Research Administrat ACCOUNTANT 18.27 
STLOU Grlesedlecl<,David J Philosophy PROF, TEACH 51,029 
STLOU Griffey.Steven Vernon Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 3,100 
STLOU Griffin.Andrew L Admissions ASOC DIR ADMISSIONS-$ 50,354 
STLOU Griffin.Dora J Accounting Services ACCOUNTANT 16.25 
STLOU Griffin.Marshall Courtney KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO 36,417 
STLOU Griffin,Michael G Psychology PROF, ASOC 76,850 
STLOU Grigsby.Sheila Renee College of Nursing PROF, AST AD JUNCT 35,100 
STLOU Grim,Ericl<a L Registration DATA ENTRY QPR SR 13.42 
STLOU Grimm-Howell,Elizabeth Marie College of Business Admlnlslra LECTURER SR 27,900 
STLOU Griswold,Jeff Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 16.49 
STLOU Grooms.Edward Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm LECTURER 6,667 
STLOU Gros.Jean Germain Political Science PROF, ASOC 63,790 
STLOU Grove.Christopher Wyndell Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 3,600 
STLOU Groves,Clarieda Renee MatMmatics & Computer Science GRADER 7.50 
STLOU Grueninger.Kara M Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 6,000 
STLOU Grumich,Tlmothy P Admin Services Div Aux Svcs ADMIN ASOCI 17.07 
STLOU Guenther.Dolores Jane Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HLTH PROFL 37,500 
STLOU Guess,Teresa J Sociology PROF,ASOC 55,240 
STLOU Guetterman,Llnda Marie Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR 40,531 
STLOU Gum.Steven Douglass Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA 26,500 
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STLOU Gunn.Jeanne E Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Gunn.Matthew Scott Facilities Planning FACILITIES SPACE PLNR/ANL YST 51,250 
STLOU Guo,Baorong Social Work PROF, AST 56,900 
STLOU Gurskis,Frank Cla,y Recreational Sports/Intramural SECURITY GUARD 10.00 
STLOU Gutierrez.Leonidas J. Transportation & Parking MGR PARKING OPNS 45,328 
STLOU Gutmann.Lee William Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II 13.20 
STLOU Gutweiler,John L Chemist,y LECTURER 37,448 
STLOU Guy Jr.Donald R Theater & Dance LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Guzdlal Sr.Christopher B ITS Operations PROJECT SPCLST 54,000 
STLOU Guzy,Michaet William CriminolOgy & Criminal Justice LECTURER 7,620 
STLOU Gyllenborg,Richard M Athletics ASOC DIR ATHLETICS 72,136 
STLOU Haas.Charles Chester UMSL Pollce POLICE OFFICER 16.12 
STLOU Hackathorn.Cynthia Lee Psychology INTERN 17,500 
STLOU Hacl<tnelster,Ma,y Elizabeth M & Art Histo,y ADMIN AST 14.62 
STLOU Hagan.Dianne Eileen College of Nursing BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 68,000 
STLOU Haggans,Kath,yn Taylor Music PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 18,000 
STLOU Hajahmad,Haneen Mohammad Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Halbert.Kelty 0 Biology COOR INSTRUCTL LAB 35,656 
STLOU Hale.Joey D English LECTURER 28,248 
STLOU Haley.Michelle Renee Chemistry SECRETARY 12.72 
STLOU Hall.Alice E Communication PROF,ASOC 67,500 
STLOU Halley,Ma,y M Teaching & Leaming LECTURER SR 7,386 
STLOU Halley.Nathan C. ITS Operations D B  PRGMR/ANLYST-SPCLST 47,000 
STLOU Haltemian,Troy W Athletics COACH NON-ACA 5,500 
STLOU Hamilton.Emily Ann Counseling Services PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG 49,272 
STLOU Hamilton.Margaret Louise College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 35,100 
STLOU Hamitton,Travis Lee Histo,y GRADER 10.00 
STLOU Hamme�y.Sandra Lou Special Units Chancellor ADMIN ASOC I 19.24 
STLOU Hammond.Myko S Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR 2,400 
STLOU Hammond,William Music PROF, ASOC TEACH 20,700 
STLOU Hamra.Teresa Renee College of Nursing LECTURER 30,888 
STLOU Han,Pi..Chl Educational Leadership & Polle PROF, AST 54,325 
STLOU Hancock 111,John C Office of Research Admlnlstrat MGR ANML WLFR UNT/UNIV COMPLNC 41,105 
STLOU Hancock,D Anne G College of Business Administra PROF, ASOC 114,363 
STLOU Hancock, T onl Lee College of Nursing ADMIN AST 15.10 
STLOU Handel.Peter Heiwlg Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR 80,031 
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STLOU Hangbe,Deborah Louise Child Advocacy Center RECEPTIONIST 9 .75 
STLOU Hanklnson,Chad A Dean Honors College PROF, AST TEACH 34,608 
STLOU Hanko.Shelly Marlene College of Nursing PROF, AST 70.000 
STLOU Hanratty.Maureen T Performing At1S Operations EVENTS AST 15.00 
STLOU Happe,Klmberty Renee Ceshiers Qff,oe CLERK.SR 11,34 
STLOU Harbach,Barbara Cerol Music PROFESSOR 72,800 
STLOU Hardge.Andrew College of Business Adminlstra LECTURER SR 9,300 
STLOU Harger.Jason Tyler Teaching & Leaming PROF. AST ADJUNCT 7,848 
STLOU Harl<ey,Alma V College of Nursing PROF. ASOC ADJUNCT 13,500 
STLOU Harl<ness.Rhonda M Residential Life CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Harlston.Veronica Rena College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 24,336 
STLOU Hamion,Courtney Elizabeth Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 12.00 
STLOU Harnacker,Lisa A College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL 3,300 
STLOU Harper.Dyan Psychology PROF, TEACH 22,500 
STLOU Harrell,Llnda Sue Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV 17.12 
STLOU Harrington.Kristin Marie Career Services COOR CAREER PLNG/PLCMNT 38,000 
STLOU Harris.Alexander Donald College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL 89,654 
STLOU Harris.Elizabelll F Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Herrfs.Harold Hart Chemistry PROF,ASOC 64,591 
STLOU Harris,Harry Athletics COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 45,045 
STLOU Harris.Robert N Psychology PROF, CLINCL 100,152 
STLOU Harris.Wesley R Chemistry PROFESSOR 78,884 
STLOU Hamson.Annette Schneider Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 659 
STLOU Hart,Oonna Anthropology LECTURER 9,600 
STLOU Hartenberger,Aurelia Winifred Music PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 7,425 
STLOU Harvey,LaShonda Beatrice ITS Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 11,45 
STLOU Haivey,Loyola E Special Units Chancellor AOMINAST 19.23 
STLOU Hasegawa.Lee T. Center for International Studi OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 11.19 
STLOU Hasten.Cart A User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST-SPCLST 25.46 
STLOU Halfield,Sarah F Sludent Support Services TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Hattman.Melissa Continuing Education & Outreac DIR TRANSFER SVCS & ARTICULN 84.390 
STLOU Hatlon,Jennifer M University Communicalions INFORMATION SPCLST SR 38,160 
STLOU Hauf.Susan Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC COOR 20,000 
STLOU Hauff.Alan F Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 73,042 
STLOU Haughton,Jean Accounting Services DEPT AST 13,16 
STLOU Haupt.Nancy Lynne Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,312 
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STLOU Haus,Carolyn Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 20,763 
STLOU Hawkins.Vicky Diane Continuing Education & Outreac SECRETARY SR 13.68 
STLOU Hayes.Kristen Anne KWMU FM Radio COOR DEVELOPMENT 17.50 
STLOU Hayes.Laura Ann Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech ADMINAST 17.41 
STLOU Hayes.Veronica J College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR 39,766 
STLOU Haymon,Beverfy Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Haynes.Lanna G Admln Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.00 
STLOU Haywood.Kathleen Marie Dean College of Education DEAN,ASOC 117,830 
STLOU Hazley,Celesllne L Educational Psyct,ology DEPT AST 17.23 
STLOU He, Wenjie Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC 74,998 
STLOU Headley.Judith Ann College of Nursing PROF, ADJUNCT 17,100 
STLOU Heard.Sheilah L A Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID 16.05 
STLOU Hearst,Linda Marie Library LIBRARY AST II 13.83 
STLOU Heberle.Mary Catherine College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,800 
STLOU Heberlie,Glna Lynn College of Nursing LECTURER 3,432 
STLOU Heckel,Mary Ellen Graduate School EXEC STAFF AST II 25.01 
STLOU Heinicke II.Michael D Perfonning Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 18.54 
STLOU Heinz.Ryan J University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR 38,160 
STLOU Heisel.Alan D Communication PROF,ASOC 82,243 
STLOU Heisel,Lelghanne Communication PROF, ASOC TEACH 47,922 
STLOU Hetthaus,Peter A Human Resources DIR HUMAN RESOURCES-$ 107,532 
STLOU Hettman,Elizabeth Anne Clinical Experiences MENTOR 8,925 
STLOU Heller.Mary Margaret College & Units DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 45,016 
STLOU Helton.Thomas Continuing Education & Outreac CONFERENCE AST-S 12.25 
STLOU Hemmer.Christopher R College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 20,592 
STLOU Hempen.Maryann J Biology SECRETARY 15.46 
STLOU Henderson,Belh A College of OptometJy PROF, AST ADJUNCT 27,651 
STLOU Henderson,Glorfa English SECRETARY 10.60 
STLOU Hendren,Nora J. Philosophy ADMIN ASOC I 17.84 
STLOU Hendrickson.Ruth Suzanne Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, AST TEACH 32.400 
STLOU Hendrickson.William Lee Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Hendrix, Tiffani Marie Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 3.600 
STLOU Hennessy.Maryrose Campus Departments Chancellor SECRETARY, ADMIN 15.66 
STLOU Henry.James E. Music PROF,ASOC 62,600 
STLOU Henry,Janese Wanda Perfonnlng Arts Operations EVENTS AST 18.54 
STLOU Henry.Matthew Aaron Music PROF, AST TEACH 46,000 - 2J. -
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STLOU Henry.Vinita College of Optomelly PROF, CLINCL 86,808 
STLOU Henry-Smetana,Elik Eugene Human Resources MGR RECRUIT COMP&ORG DEVLMNT 54.590 
STLOU Hensley.Thomas Dean HonOIS College LECTURER 10,194 
STLOU Henson.Bob Londes Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR 65,085 
STLOU Henson,Channaine Athletics SECRETARY SR 16.20 
STLOU Her,Youngwon College of Business Administra PROF, AST 124,533 
STLOU Herald.Alicia M Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Herbert.Scott T Psychology RESRCHASOC 16,687 
STLOU Herbert.Stephen T Library LIBRARY AST 111 16.83 
STLOU Herberts,Richard C KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 12.67 
STLOU Herbst.Diane M Teaching & Leaming OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.59 
STLOU Heskett Jr,John B Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848 
STLOU Hess,Mttchell R Cashiers Office MGR CASHIERING-$ 65,000 
STLOU Heth Ill.George 0 Biology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 16,500 
STLOU Hettich.Douglas J Transfer Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 10.51 
STLOU Heyl.Jeffrey Ernest Music LECTURER 7,500 
STLOU Hickman,Clar1< Joseph Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN, ASOC 102,329 
STLOU Hicks.Judith College of Nursing ADMIN AST 21.84 
STLOU Hieken.Sharry M KWMU FM Radio MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 61,919 
STLOU Higgins,Bennlta L. Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech BUSINESS MGR I 36,296 
STLOU HIii.Lee Dell Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 13.28 
STLOU Hill.Marsha C Cashiers Office CLERK. SR 11.96 
STLOU Hill.Matthew P Student Life INTERN 9,600 
STLOU Hindeleh,Ellas C Library LIBRARY AST I 19.86 
STLOU Hinkel.Sandra Sue Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 569 
STLOU Hinkle.Larry G Office ol Research Administrat ANIMAL TECHN II 15.54 
STLOU Hinton.Patricia Ann Biology ADMINAST 14.05 
STLOU Hironaka,Mleko Music SPECIALIST 25.50 
STLOU Hirshberg.Martha J College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 61,000 
STLOU Hirth.Carole Anne Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 461 
STLOU Hirth.Paul Ray Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 231 
STLOU Hitchcock.Charlotte UA-Administration ADMINASOCI 23.84 
STLOU Hoagland.Carl Teaching & Leaming PROF, TEACH 133,418 
STLOU Hockett.Darrell T University Communications AST DIR UNIV COMMUNICATIONS 55,000 
STLOU Hodge.Harton Bryant Social Wor1< LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Hodge.Michael Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
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STLOU Hodges.Traci Lynn College of Business Administra LECTURER 19,200 
STLOU Hofer.Laura F ITS Operations D B  PRGMR/ANLYST-EXPRT 67,000 
STLOU Hoffer.Chad R. Ctr for Student Success COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 43,202 
STLOU Hoffman.Christopher Philosophy PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 9,000 
STLOU Hoffman,Jeny D Admissions ASOC DIR ADMISSIONS-S 64,142 
STLOU Hogenkamp,Brenda VC for Managerial & Technologl AST TO VCHANC MNGL TECHNL SVCS 38,400 
STLOU Holland.Jessica Margaret Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Hollins,Octavia Admissions CLERK TYPIST II 10.52 
STLOU Holloway.Debra L Business Academic Advisors & C DEPT AST 12.68 
STLOU Holmes.,Derrick Admin Services Div Aux Svcs SUPV PROP MGMT GROUP 45,539 
STLOU Holmes.Donald J Continuing Education & Outreac MGR NETWRK SVCS 68,180 
STLOU Holmes.Eileen Marie Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST 14,91 
STLOU Holmes.Stanley J Admin Services Div AJ.Jx Svcs COOR SCHEDULING-,$ 32,871 
STLOU Holmes.Stephen Michael Chemistry PROF, ASOC 68,000 
STLOU Holyfield.Julia Elaine Art & M History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Honnold.Adrianne L Music LECTURER 10,710 
STLOU Hoover,John N Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN IV 89,859 
STLOU Hopkins.Adrian Maurice Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD 17.70 
STLOU Hopkins.Betty Dean of Arts & Sciences COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 44,409 
STLOU Hopkins.Raphael Nicolle Political Science ADMIN AIDE 14.54 
STLOU Hoppe.Mary A Ctr Character & Citizenship SPECIALIST 36,575 
STLOU Hom.Kersten Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, AST TEACH 34,155 
STLOU Homburg.Kathryn Michelle Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 12,000 
STLOU Home,Malaika B. Continuing Education & OUtreac DIR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE-STL 114,582 
STLOU Homsby,Mary-Margaret Psychology INTERN 17,500 
STLOU Horsford.Emily Kathleen Performing Ms Operations CASHIER TICKET/SALES 10.35 
STLOU Hoscher,Joen M Center for Human Origin & Cult TEACHING AST 14.00 
STLOU Hoss.Opal M Business Services MAIL CARRIER 11.18 
STLOU Hotop,PhiHp Anton Recraational Sports/lnlramural TEMP SERVICE 8.50 
STLOU House,Shakita S Dean Honors College ADMIN AST 14.82 
STLOU Howard.Denick Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Howard.Lenard Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 12.56 
STLOU Howe.Michael College of OptomelJy ENGRG TECHN, RESRCH SR 23.51 
STLOU Hsieh.Winston Wen Sung History PROF, ASOC 53,115 
STLOU Hsueh,Kuel-Hsiang College of Nursing PROF. AST 63,001 
STLOU Huang,Zunnan ChemislJy POST DOCTORAL ASOC 34,528 
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STLOU Huayanay Velasco,Lucema Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Hubbard,Mary Karen Riechers Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 7,275 
STLOU Huci<aba,Nalhan G UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Huebner Sr.George UMSL Poijce DISPATCHER, RADIO 13.66 
STLOU Huebner,Belh M. Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF,ASOC 82,365 
STLOU Huff.Donna M Ctr for Student success PRECEPTOR 14.42 
STLOU Huffman.Miriam I. Student Life Operations DIR STUDENT LIFE 54,912 
STLOU Huffmon,Jennifer L Missouri Enterprise PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 43,100 
STLOU Hufker,Barbara Jean Library LIBRARY AST Ill 20.48 
STLOU Hughes.Christina Wilson Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR 2.400 
STLOU Hughey.Adriana Oerty Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID 16.05 
STLOU Hughey.Douglas A College of Nursing SFTWR SUPRT ANLYST-EXPRT 38,623 
STLOU Hunter.Nichelle ITS Operations BUSINESS MGR I 47,000 
STLOU Hunter.Virginia Lee Art & Art History LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Huppert,Patrick W. UMSL Police SECURITY ACCESS SPCLST 21.55 
STLOU Hurley,Andrew History PROFESSOR 88,497 
STLOU Hurwicz,Margo Lea Anthropology PROF,ASOC 70,741 
STLOU Huston.Dale W Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Hutchinson.Roderick A KWMU FM Radio DEPT AST 14.62 
STLOU Hutchison.Brian Lewis Counseling - College of Educal PROF. AST 56,000 
STLOU Huxtable.Brian R Technology & Leaming Ctr SYST AOMINR-ENTRY 53,000 
STLOU Hyken,Tina A Dean College of Education BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 88,487 
STLOU Hyllon,Oor!s Ella Music PROF, AST TEACH 30,400 
STLOU Hylton.John B Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm DEAN 156,000 
STLOU Hysa,Burhan Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Hysa,Xhevaire Custodial SefVices CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU ladevlto,Deborah Ann College of Optomeliy SPECIALIST 6,294 
STLOU Ingraham.Holly E Continuing Education & Outreac PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 47,619 
STLOU Ingram.John E Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 9,333 
STLOU louiouklna.Anna Batisovna UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Irwin.Thomas Glenn English PROF, AST TEACH 34,335 
STLOU lsaao-Savage,Evelyn Paulette Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC 79,361 
STLOU lyob,RU1h Political Science PROF,ASOC 64,972 
STLOU lzadi,Sonya Roya Continuing Education & Oulreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 9.25 
STLOU Jackson.Brenda F Admin Services Div Aux Svcs COOR, UNIV CONFERENCE SVCS 50,089 
STLOU Jackson.Clara L Graduate Schoof ADMISS COUNSELOR 16.94 
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STLOU Jad<son,LaQuita Apasha Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST 14.01 
STLOU Jacob.Colleen Therese cashiers Office CLERK. SR 10,75 
STLOU Jacobson.Victoria Ann Ctr for Excel Financial Couns DIR CNTR FOR EXCL-FlNL COUNSLG 92,000 
STLOU Jalaluli,Farida Political Science PROF,AST 60.438 
STLOU Jallas,Megan Marie Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 12.00 
STLOU Jang.Su Ahn Communication PROF.AST 57,700 
STLOU Janikow,Cezary Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC 91,361 
STLOU Jarka,Edward College of Optometry PROF, AST CUNCL 71,503 
STLOU Jarrett.Sonia B Maintenance Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 14.10 
STLOU Jaudes,Suzanne L University Health Services NURSE PRACTITIONER 31,000 
STLOU Jefferson.Eric Vaughn Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 13.842 
STLOU Jeffries.Connie Continuing Education & Outreac MGR CONTINUING EDUC 54,447 
STLOU Jenkins,Bndgette Multi-Cultural Relations PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG 62,676 
STLOU Jenkins.Carol E Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 15,000 
STLOU Jenkins.Dwayne Edmund Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Jennewein,August Harvey University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR 38,520 
STLOU Jensen.Rebecca A University Health Services NURSE, STAFF 22.00 
STLOU Jiang,Qingtang Mathematics & Computer Science PROFESSOR 78,752 
STLOU Johanek,Carol Frances Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 600 
STLOU Johns.Joseph Thomas Admin Se,vlces Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Johnson JR.Julius H College of Business Adminlstra PROF,ASOC 116,647 
STLOU Johnson.Alfred J User Se,vices SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST 17.91 
STLOU Johnson.Allx B University Child Development! PRESCHOOL AID 8.13 
STLOU Johnson.David Charles Maintenance Services CHILLER TECHN 22.14 
STLOU Johnson.Diana Registration REGISTRAR. AST 56,044 
STLOU Johnson.Judith L. Continuing Education & OUtreac LECTURER 600 
STLOU Johnson,Kimbe�y A. Gerontology SECRETARY SR 13.50 
STLOU Johnson.Kimberly Joyce Donor Relations COOR, SPCL EVENTS 42,427 
STLOU Johnson.Mark Maintenance Services MAINT SVCAT D 16.97 
STLOU Johnson.Peggy Joyce Special Units Chancellor OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 13.50 
STLOU Johnson.Sharon D Social Work PROF,ASOC 73,000 
STLOU Johnson.Torino A Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 3,600 
STLOU Jones.Carolyn D Anthropalogy ADMINASOCI 17.11 
STLOU Jones.Charles A Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA 6,275 
STLOU Jones.Cory Terrell UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 15.44 
STLOU Jones.Endsley Political Science PROFESSOR 111,874 
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STLOU Jones.Franklin Alanzo Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Jones.Garrett James user Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-ENTRY 16.60 
STLOU Jones.Jeffrey Alan Collega & Units ASOC DIR DEVELOPMENT 75,404 
STLOU Jones,Jerron Charles Admin Services Div AuX Svcs CUSTODIAN 10,78 
STLOU Jones.Patricia Elaine Psychology SECRETARY SR 16.85 
STLOU Jones,Peggy College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP 11.96 
STLOU Jones.Rebecca Kay Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR 2,400 
STLOU Jones.Tammy Dee College of Optometry MGMT ANALYST 21.22 
STLOU Jones,Trent Andrew Athletics COACH NON-ACA 38.496 
STLOU Jones.Youlanda Yvonne College of Optometry CLERK. CHIEF 14.81 
STLOU Jordan.Amy E Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 13.28 
STLOU Jordan.Kevin C Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 20.00 
STLOU Jordan.Larry Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
STLOU Joshi.Kailash College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 111.274 
STLOU Justice.Marjorie Ann English LECTURER 21,186 
STLOU Kaiser,Robert Man Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 1,200 
STLOU Kamalay,Joseph Charles Biology PROF, AST TEACH 41,195 
STLOU Kane,Jeremy J Student Support Services TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Kang,Hyung Woo Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 87,280 
STLOU Kang.Min Soo History PROF, AST 52,429 
STLOU Karslake,James E Foreign Languages & Literature ADMIN ASOCI 18.26 
STLOU Kashubeck West.Susan Counseling· College of Educat PROF,ASOC 76,612 
STLOU Kaslca,Paula J Music LECTURER 9,180 
STLOU Kastaris,Euripldes Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 3,200 
STLOU Kaufman,Rhael Ruth Cashiers Office CLERK.SR 10.75 
STLOU Kaufmann.Tory Business Services MGR MAJL SVC 47,000 
STLOU Kaup.Ann M Continuing Education & Outreac BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 83,216 
STLOU Keckrltz,Gina M Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,513 
STLOU Keefer.Matthew W Educational Psychology PROF, ASOC 72,451 
STLOU Keel.Robert 0 Sociology PROF. TEACH 57,282 
STLOU Keesal,Martene Ann Teaching & Leaming LECTURER SR 7,386 
STLOU Kehner,Kenneth William Music LECTURER 13,770 
STLOU Keil.Jessica C. Student Lffe INTERN 16,800 
STLOU Keithly.Mary Elizabeth Student Support Services TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Keller.Karen Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 46,243 
STLOU Kellogg.Elizabeth A Biology PROFESSOR 111,780 
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STLOU Kellogg,Jennlfer Foreign Languages & Ltterature LECTURER 34,500 
STLOU Kelly.Charles Arnold Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Kelly,Lucretia S Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 3,200 
STLOU Kelly,Maud Christine Dean Honors College LECTURER 20,388 
STLOU Kendig,Susan M College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH 82,662 
STLOU Kenney,Ann Lou Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech RESRCH ASOC 25,397 
STLOU Kerber.John W Public Policy Admin LECTURER 8,000 
STLOU Kerley.Shelley A KWMU FM Radio STATION MGR KWMU-FM 84,128 
STLOU Kerr,Stepfon 0. Admln Se,vices Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Kessler,Kimber1y C College of Business Administra AOMIN AIDE 14.82 
STLOU Keuss,Theresa Lynn Registration AST TO REGISTRAR 15.75 
STLOU Khan.Mohammad A Educational Leadership & Polle TUTOR 25.00 
STLOU Kiel.Deborah W College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH 67,564 
STLOU Killoran Ill.John M College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 9,300 
STLOU Kilper,Michelle Sohl Alumni Activities COOR ALUMNIICONSTIT REL 14.56 
STLOU Klmball,David C Political Science PROF,ASOC 64,702 
STLOU King,Daniel M Athletics COACH NON-ACA 40,717 
STLOU King.Marilyn Social Work PROF. AST 56,610 
STLOU King.Philip M Technology Se,vices DATA CNTR SUPRTTECH I 14.36 
STLOU Kinney.Kathryn A Alumni Activities COOR ALUMNI/CONSTIT REL 17.45 
STLOU Klnney,Nancy T Political Science PROF, ASOC 60,463 
STLOU Kirby.Noah Martin Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 9,000 
STLOU Kirchhoff.Brenda A Psychology PROF. AST 63,000 
STLOU Kirkpal!ick,Kathy J Biology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.33 
STLOU Klrkwood,Karen Elizabeth ITS Operations DIR ITS BUS SYST & TELECOMM 80,000 
STLOU Ktte,Lisa M. Dean of Arts & Sciences ADMIN AST 15.50 
STLOU Ktttelson,Ray Admissions ADMISS ADVISOR 14.08 
STLOU Klearman,Kimberly Janette Performing Arts Operations SUPV LIGHT & ELECT SYS BTPAC 42,034 
STLOU Klein,Wllllam English PROF, TEACH 45,635 
STLOU Kliethermes,Matthew D Child Advocacy Center PROF, AST CUNCL 54,210 
STLOU Klieve.Jane B Public Policy Admin LECTURER 2,000 
STLOU KJoepfer,Patricia Ann Dean College of Education EXEC STAFF AST 11 27.46 
STLOU Kluempers,Deborah A University Events ADMIN AST 18.38 
STLOU Kmetz.Alan Thomas Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Knapp.Patricia J. Center tor International Studi SECRETARY, ADMIN 15.81 
STLOU Knapp.Stephan Boyd College & Units ASOC DIR DEVELOPMENT 78,000 - 3.9.,. 
• • • 
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STLOU Knapp.Victoria L Continuing Education & OUtreac MANAGER 48,035 
STLOU KnightMlchael Ray COE Advising and Prof Exp COOR ADV/TEACHER CERT 36,000 
STLOU Koch.Matthew Joseph Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.45 
STLOU Kochln,Frank S Maintenance Services DIR FACILITIES SVCS 98,250 
STLOU Koehn.Eric C Continuing Education & OUtreac GRAPHIC DESIGNER 35,440 
STLOU Koeller.Kevin James Chemistry PROF, AST RESRCH 51,500 
STLOU Koerper.Richard Arthur Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 3,615 
STLOU Kopetz,Patricia Bowersox Teaching & Leaming PROFESSOR 125,000 
STLOU KoscielSkl,Stephanie Dawn COE Advising and Prof Exp LECTURER 38,036 
STLOU Kosnlk,Lea-Rachel Deina Economics PROF.AST 81,340 
STLOU Kottemann,Kal1 WIiiiam Graduate Related Activtties ASOC DIRECTOR 58.916 
STLOU Kowert,Marilyn Helene Student Financial Aid ACCOUNTANT SR 46,572 
STLOU Koziol.Catherine Anthropology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 17,100 
STLOU Kralina,Linda M Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 9,333 
STLOU Kramer.Donna A Chemistry COOR LAB OPNS 44,256 
STLOU Kramer.Joseph P Chemistry SPECTROMETRIST 50,380 
STLOU Kridel.Donald J Economics PROF,ASOC 61,161 
STLOU Krober,H Kent Corps/Fdn/PG DIR UNIV ADVNCMNT-PLND GIVING 83,000 
STLOU Krueger.James M VC for Managertal & T echnologi V CHANCL MGMT/TECHL SVCS 181,500 
STLOU Kubly,Holli A User Services I-NET ADMINR-EXPRT 24.28 
STLOU Kuehl,Charfes R College of Business Adminlstra PROF, ASOC EMERITUS 18,000 
STLOU Kujath.Roger Alan Admln Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Kulezyckl,Judith Maiy Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Kuo,Carolyn Olson Facilides Planning INTERIOR DESIGNER, MANAGING 65,500 
STLOU Kurtla,Elizabeth Ann College & Units DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 50,000 
STLOU Kurre,Amae Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.45 
STLOU Kwarta,Jared A. User Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-ENTRY 16.60 
STLOU Ky1e JR.William C Teaching & Leaming PROFESSOR 147,270 
STLOU Kyle.Jillian Marie Inst Malh Science Edu&Lm T eeh RESRCH AST 7,200 
STLOU Kyles.Shanta Latrice Social Work SECRETARY SR 14.82 
STLOU La Brier.Amanda Marie Office of Research Administral EXEC STAFF AST II 18.09 
STLOU Lacil)' ,Maiy C College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 135,461 
STLOU Lafikes,James Daniel UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Lagemann,Jentter Kay Chemistry RESRCH AST 9.50 
STLOU Lagerrnann,William R Custodia.I Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 







STLOU Lamanlna,Joyce Ann 
STLOU Lambing.Peggy Ann 
STLOU Landers,Elizabelh 
STLOU Landgrar, Thomas Joseph 
STLOU Lane.Emily K 
STLOU Lane.Sherry Sadler 
STLOU Lang.Beth Ann 
STLOU Lang.Krystal Proctor 
STLOU Lange.Thomas W 
STLOU Langgulh,Joyce Ann 
STLOU Lankford.Edwin Louis 
STLOU Larosa.Thomas J 
STLOU Larsen,Annelsbelh Troulen 
STLOU Lashell,Llndsey R 
STLOU Lauren�Karen R 
STLOU Laurenti,Melissa Rose 
STLOU Lauritsen.Janet Lynn 
STLOU Laux.Sharon Catherina 
STLOU Lawrence.Edward C 
STLOU Lawrence.Terri Jean 
STLOU Laws.Matthew P 
STLOU Lawton.Brian 
STLOU Le,Fushun 
STLOU Lee.Christina Maria 
STLOU Lee,Kalhy Eileen 
STLOU Lee.Roberta K 
STLOU Leick.James Austin 
STLOU Leifeld,Martin 
STLOU Leighton.Lori Ann 
STLOU Lemberger,Matthew Eugene 
STLOU Lemmitt,Kalisha Dawn 
STLOU Lemon.William John 
STLOU Lemp.Donna J 
STLOU Leonard.Gloria 
STLOU Leonard.Karen -
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Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 
Library AOMIN AST 
College or Business Adminislra LECTURER 
Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, AST TEACH 
College of Optometry PROF. ASOC CUNCL 
Collage or Business Adminlslra LECTURER 
Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
Transfer Services ADMISS COUNSELOR 
Business Services MAIL CARRIER 
Mathematics & Computer Science TEACHING ASOC 
Art & Art Hi$tory PROFESSOR 
College or Optomeuy INSTRUCTOR. ADJUNCT 
Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 
Student Support Services TUTOR 
Teaching & Leaming RESRCHAST 
Office or Research Administrat ACCOUNTANT 
Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR 
Continu
ing Education & Outreac ASOC DIRECTOR 
College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 
Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
College of Business Admini$tra LECTURER SR 
Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 
Student Life INTERN 
College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 
College or Nurnlng PROFESSOR 
Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
UA-Admlnistratlon V CHANCL ADVANCEMENT 
College of Nurning LECTURER 
Counsellng • College of Educat PROF. AST 
Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
Office or Research Administrat SYST ADMINR-EXPRT 
Chemistry SECRETARY 
Business Services DIR BUSI SVCS-$ 













































STlOU Leong.Karen Cl1eu"9 
STLOU L8$lle,L8wrence H 
STLOU Lessenbne Jr.Robert L 
STLOU Leventhal,Jac:ob J 
STlOU Levesque.Jen A 
STLOU Levln,Russella Neff 
STLOU Lewis Harris,Jaoquelyn A 
STLOU Lewis Jr,Cornell EdWard 
STLOU Lewis,Ch,ystal Leigh 
STLOU Lewis,Olonne M 
STLOU Lewis,Oonald Van 
STLOU Lewis,LaUshua Erose 
STLOU Lewis.Matthew M 




STLOU Uclcide<,Oelorls W 
STLOU Lldgus,Jonathan A 
STLOU Lieb.Julie Ann 
STLOU Lilienkamp,Jonathen Andrew 
STLOU Ul,Chlen Fu 
STLOU Llnc:oln,Jaimo L
STLOU L�ist.Sandra J 
STLOU Linsin.James R w 
STLOU Ulzee ,David 
STLOU Lippmann.Rachel 0, 
STLOU Lisdlwe.Nathaniel C 




STLOU Lloyd.Carol Ann 
STLOU Lock.Myra Vocloria
STLOU Locke,Kennolh 
STLOU Lod<etl.Mlchelle Y 
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Continuing Education & Outreae LECTURER 
Custodial Services 
Athletics 
Physk:5 and Astronomy 
Educational Leadership & Pofic 
Art & Art Hlslory 
T eadling & Loaming 
Cashiers Office 
ColieOe of Nursilg 
Annual Fund 
Technology Services 
Ctr for Student Success 
COE Advising and Prof Exp 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
College of Optometry 
College of Business Admlnistra 
Biology 






College of Nurslng 
Counseling Services 
English 
KWMU FM Radio 
Precolleglate Program 
Mathematics & Compuler Sclonoe 
Cerlter lo< Nanoscieooe 
Center for Nanoscience 
Physics and Astronomy 
Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech 
Center for Teaching & Leaming 




















DIR RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
ADMISS ADVISOR 
SYST AOMINR•SPCLST 








POST DOCTORAL ASOC 
PROFESSOR 
POST DOCTORAL ASOC 













































STLOU Lockhart.Shanika Caroline Lee 
STLOU Lodes.Lisa Diane 
STLOU Loggins.Cassandra G. 
STLOU Lohani.Samrila 
STLOU Loiselie,Bette A 
STLOU Lomax,Tewania 
STLOU Long.David Allen 
STLOU Long,Dinara Ravilyevna 
STLOU Long.Jessica M 
STLOU Lopinol,Juslin R 
STLOU Lomson,Anne L 
STLOU Loughrey.Thomas James 
STLOU Louis.Danielle Marie 
STLOU Love,Nlcole E 
STLOU Love.Prima M 
STLOU Lovelace.Robert Donald 
STLOU Lovelace.Stephen W 
STLOU Lowenstein,Michael 
STLOU Lowery Sr.Paul 
STLOU Loyd.,Jeffrey A 




STLOU Lucas.Karen G 
ST LOU Lucas, Valene Jean 
STLOU Luckey.Evon 
STLOU Ludwlg,Carol Lynn 
STLOU Ludwig,Milton R 
STLOU Luo,Rensheng 
STLOU Lutsch,Carrle A 
STLOU Lux.Sandra M 
STLOU Maag.Jennifer Melynne McAfee 
STLOU Macan,Therese Hoff 
STLOU Mach,Georgia Ruth Black 
STLOU Mack,Elisa J 
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Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 
Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
College of Nursing LECTURER 
Public Polley Research Centers RESRCH SPCLST 
Biology PROFESSOR 
Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR 
Center for Transp Studies RESRCHAST 
Foreign Languages & Ltterature LECTURER 
Student Life Operations COOR STU ACTIVITIES 
Communication LECTURER 
Student Support Setvices TUTOR 
Teaching & Learning PROF,ASOC 
Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 
Cashiers Office CLERK, SR 
Special Untts • Public Affairs DATA BASE ADMINR-SPCLST 
College of Business Administra LECTUR.ER SR 
College of Business Administra LECTURER 
Continuing Education & Oulreac PROF. ADJUNCT 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 
Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 
Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 
Accounting Setvices ACCOUNT ANT SR 
Communication RESRCHASOC 
Psychology INTERN 
Educational leadership & Polic OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
Clinical Experiences MENTOR 
Maintenance Services PAINTER 
Chemistry PROF, AST RESRCH 
Center for International Studi COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 
Continuing Education & Ou1reac LECTURER 
Counseling - College of Educat PROF, AST CUNCL 
Psychology PROF,ASOC 
Continuing Education & Ou1reac PROF. AST ADJUNCT 
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STLOU MacKenzie,Jennner J English PROF, ASOC TEACH 37,560 
STLOU Maczynski,Oavid 0. Instructional Computing SUPV, SITE 38.400 
STLOU Madison,Jeny Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Magnuson.Nancy M College of Nursing PROF, CLINCL 120,000 
STLOU Mahari,Palricia A Library OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 11.85 
STLOU Maher.Timothy M Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC TEACH 58,738 
STLOU Mal,Lluqlng College of Business Administra LECTURER 30,000 
STLOU Maisel.James M UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Major.Edna L College of Optometry ADMIN AST 15.76 
STLOU Majzoub,Eric H Physics and Astronomy PROF.AST 65,100 
STLOU Malcolm.Dolores B Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Maldeney,Jill Elizabeth College of Nursing ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE 16.64 
STLOU Mallioux,Susan Lynn Library LIBRARY AST Ill 20.10 
STLOU Malon,Robert Anthony Recreational Sports/Intramural SECURITY GUARD 12.82 
STLOU Malone.Williard F Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Maltby.Deborah B English PROF, AST TEACH 35,970 
STLOU Manes.Kevin K Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 17.03 
STLOU Manning.Brian A Library SECURITY GUARD 9.72 
STLOU Mannino.Tony Chemistry PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 10,500 
STLOU Mano.Halm College of Business Administra PROF, ASOC 133,070 
STLOU Mansell.Jefferson G Art & Art History LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Mantych,Elizabeth A College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 57,003 
STLOU Marcus.Al J Missouri Enterprise PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 84,000 
STLOU Mares.Kenneth R Biology RESRCHAST 51,500 
STLOU Maric,Nevena Mathematics & Computer Science PROF.AST 63,000 
STLOU Maricic,Kimberly A Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, ASOC TEACH 4,000 
STLOU Mariles,Rosalinda E Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 32,067 
STLOU Marino Jr.Vincent Joseph Social Work LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Markou.Stella I Music PROF.AST 47,000 
STLOU Marl<s,Erica E Library LIBRARY AST II 13.56 
STLOU Marl<s,Linda R College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL 78,469 
STLOU Marter JR.Harold A Maintenance Services SUPV FACILITIES SVCS 60,250 
STLOU Mamatti,Kathryn Mary Educational Psychology LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Marquis.Robert J Biology PROFESSOR 79,500 
STLOU Marsh.Don W KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER. RADIO 20.02 





STLOU Martin.Rebecca D 
STLOU Martinieh,Joseph S 
STLOU Maserang,Judlth 
STLOU Massey.Michael Ryan 
STLOU Matchefts,Samanlha Mae 
STLOU Mathews.Michelle C 
STLOU Maliase,Ninfa Beley 
STLOU Matsuda.Kristy N 
STLOU Matsumoto.Kalle 
STLOU Matthews.Charles C 
STLOU Matthews.Doris EliZabeth 
STLOU Matthews.John Edward 
STLOU May.Frank 
STLOU May.Karin Lynn 
STLOU Mayer.Jan M 
STLOU Mayer.Nancy Denise 
STLOU Mayhan.William F 
STLOU Mayo II.Robert J 
STLOU Mayo.Jean 
STLOU Mays,Joyce 
STLOU McAJister,Shannon Michelle 
STLOU McAJister,William H 
STLOU McCabe.Robert 
ST LOU McCalley ,J Greg 
STLOU McCann-Clay,Pamela 
STLOU McCarthy.Lynne Susan 
STLOU McCarthy.Robert J 
STLOU McClellan.Doyle Vance 
STLOU McClure.Erica 
STLOU McCool.Marie L 
STLOU McCoy.Tom E. 
STLOU McDonald Jr.David Paul 
STLOU McDonnell,Helen 
STLOU McOowell,Thomas M 
STLOU McEwen.Thomas Wayne 
a 





Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 
Studenl Support S8fVices TUTOR 
College of Business Admlnlstra PROFESSOR 
College of Nursing PROF, TEACH 
Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR 
Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID 
Educational Leadership & Polic RESRCH ANLYST SR 
Pr�llegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR 
Criminology & Criminal Justice RESRCHASOC 
Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm AST TO DEAN 
Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC 
Inst Malh Science Edu&Lm Tech RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC 
Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN.AST 
Chemistry INVESTIGATOR, RESRCH 
User Services SYST ADMINR-ENTRY 
Admissions ADMISS ADVISOR 
Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 
English PROF, ASOC TEACH 
VC Academic Affairs BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 
Psychology SECRETARY SR 
Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
Criminology & Criminal Justice LECTURER 
College of Optometry PROF,ASOC 
KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO 
Ctr for Student Success ASOC V PROVOST STU AFF 
COE Advising and Prof Exp DEPT AST 
Counseling - College of Educat DEPT AST 
College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 
Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
Career Services OFFICE SUP RT STAFF 111 
Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER 11 
Maintenance Services MAJNT SVC ATTD 
Ctr for Student Success SPECIALIST 
Public Policy Admin LECTURER 
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STLOU McGhee.Mi<:hael B. Admin Services Div Aux Svcs COMPUTING SUPRT SPCLST 13.94 
STLOU McGinnis.Jon D Philosophy PROF, ASOC 72,000 
STLOU McGrosso,John Music PROF, ASOC 61,800 
STLOU McKee.Colleen Belh English LECTURER 15,078 
STLOU McKee.Sue E College of Nursing LECTURER 7,500 
STLOU McKelvie,Thomas Scott English PROF, ASOC TEACH 37,215 
STLOU McKeon,Patrick J Performing Arts Operations MGR. EVENT SERVICES 57,396 
STLOU McKnighLJennlfer M. Art & Art History PROF. AST 48,839 
STLOU McMichael,Luci Mauricio Art & Art History PROF, ASOC TEACH 41,600 
STLOU McMllllon,Clark A Communication PROF, TEACH 41,500 
STLOU McNair Jr.Robert lee Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech PROJ DIRECTOR 71.429 
STLOU McPeak,Katherlne Elizabeth Art & Art History ADMINAST 14.50 
STLOU McPhail,Brenda M Corps/Fdn/PG ASOC V CHANCL ADVNCMNT-DEVLMNT 113,022 
STLOU McPhall,Thomas L Theater & Dance PROFESSOR 135,789 
STLOU McQuary,llnda Jean Child Advocacy Center MGR, FORENSIC OPERATIONS 53,820 
STLOU McRoberts,lisa Marie Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Meadows,Ellen E. Continuing Education & Outreac SECRETARY, ADMIN 13.89 
STLOU Meadows.John F Custodial Services FLOOR MAlNT WKR 13.28 
STLOU Meeks.Kathy s Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 37,827 
STLOU Meierotto.Lesa A COE Advising and Prof Exp TEMP ADMINIPROFL 12.00 
STLOU Meister.Adele A University Child Developmenll COOR CHILDCARE CNTR 30,000 
STLOU Memtz,Marcia B Office of Research Adminlstrat DIRECTOR 123,237 
STLOU Mendoza.Joanna Rosalie Music PROF, ASOC 57,000 
STLOU Menendez.Martha College of Optomet,y BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 79,843 
STLOU Meng.He Chemistry POST DOCTORAL ASOC 35,000 
STLOU Merlac.John Patrick Psychology PROF. AST 62,500 
STLOU Merritt,Stephanie Marie Psychology PROF.AST 64,015 
STLOU Metcalf.Andrew Eugene Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.00 
STLOU Meuser.Thomas Michael Social Work PROF, ASOC 70,200 
STLOU Meyer.Kelly M English LECTURER 7,062 
STLOU Michael.Amy K Foreign Languages & Ltteralure LECTURER 45,000 
STLOU Miehael,Judtth M Telephone Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST .PRIN 61,000 
STLOU Middleton IV,Rlchard T Political Science PROF, ASOC 58,922 
STLOU Middleton.Heather Elise Student Support Services TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Mielke.Zach Aksel Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 13.08 
STLOU Mlhok,Oeborah E Music SPECIALIST 20.00 
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STLOU Miles,Jane E. Ctr for Student Success COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 21.66 
STLOU Mlller,Ga,y D Perfooning Arts Operations EVENTS AST 16.39 
STLOU Miller.Jody A Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR 100,003 
STLOU Miller.Joel B College of Business Admlnistra LECTURER 18.600 
STLOU Miller.Marsha A Continuing Education & Outreac AOMIN ASOCJ 20.08 
STLOU Miller,Ma,y Beth College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 11.700 
STLOU MIiier.Raymond E Chemis!Jy RESRCHAIOE 23.00 
STLOU MIiier.Steven Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD 17.70 
STLOU Minlehik,Natalia M College of Business Administra PROF. AST 113,598 
STLOU Mirchandanl.Dlnesh A College of Business Admlnlstra PROF,ASOC 122,204 
STLOU Mltchell,Ma,y Ann AthleUcs INFORMATION SPCLST-SPORTS 41,715 
STLOU Mobeny,Oeborah Ann Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC 65,000 
STLOU Moehrle.Stephen R College of Business Admlnistra PROF,ASOC 147,500 
STLOU Moffatt,Ma,y L. Registration DATA ENTRY OPR I 9.50 
STLOU Mohan.Mary Jo Psychology ADMIN ASOCJ 16.80 
STLOU Mohrman.Mary Beth College of Business Administra PROF,ASOC 128,483 
STLOU Mohrmann.Gregory G Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 20.00 
STLOU Mohrmann.Rae J Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 26.00 
STLOU Monglllo,Olane F Dean College of Business SECRETARY, ADMIN 18.50 
STLOU Monroe.Mark A ITS Operations SYST SECUR ANLYST-PRIN 70,000 
STLOU Monserrate,Usa M Cashiers Office CLERK.SR 10.75 
STLOU Montague,Orlnthia Theresa Vice Provost Student Affairs ASOC V PROVOST STU AFF 103,075 
STLOU Moody.Susan C Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR 35,992 
STLOU Moore.Bridgette Elizabeth Communicadon LECTURER SR 9,000 
STLOU Moore.Gwen College of Business Admlnlstra PROF, AST TEACH 49.653 
STLOU Moore.Kate Continuing Education & Outreac ASOC DIRECTOR 70,768 
STLOU Moore.Katherine Rebecca University Health Services TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 15,600 
STLOU Moore,Kennelh D Perfooning Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 20.95 
STLOU Moore.Terrence Instructional Computing PRODUCTION AST 10.48 
STLOU Mooonan,Rebecca L. Library LIBRARIAN I 36,734 
STLOU Moreland.Marilyn Kay Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 940 
STLOU Morgan.Charles Pierpont College of Oplome!Jy DRIVER 12.00 
STLOU Morgan.Lori vc Academic Affairs AOMIN MGR 72,000 
STLOU Morgan.Nancy Katherine Office of Research Administrat EXEC STAFF AST II 18.27 
STLOU Monce.Susan Frances Continuing Educalion & Outreac LECTURER SR 2,400 
STLOU Moron.Jose Gerardo Trujeque Transportation & Parking DRIVER EMERG ROAD SVC 11.59 




STLOU Morrison.Margaret Zonia 
STLOU Morrison,Scolt Dewayne 
STLOU Morton.Stephen Cartyle 
STLOU Mosby,Farrah N 
STLOU Moser.Rachel 
STLOU Mottl,Rebecca L 
STLOU Mreen,Fem B 
STLOU Muehlralh,Kathryn 
STLOU Mueller.Marie Therese 
STLOU Mulderig,John P 
STLOU Mulligan,Palricia C 
STLOU Mundy.Ray A 




STLOU Murphy.Christopher E 
STLOU Murphy.Patrick Michael 
STLOU Murray.Jacob A 
STLOU Murray.James 
STLOU Murray.Janel Y 
STLOU Murray.Johnna 
STLOU Murray.Michael D 
STLOU Mushaben,Joyce Marie 
STLOU Mussman.Denise Carpenter 
STLOU Muth.Cynthia J
STLOU Myers.Noelle Ellen 
STLOU Myers.Raymond I 
STLOU Myrda,Tom J
STLOU Naes.Margaret Mary 
STLOU Naheen,Juhina 
STLOU Nappier.Elenora Mary 
STLOU Narasimhan,Rama 
STLOU Narayan.Teresa E 
STLOU Nash Jr.Robert Lee 




College of Business Administra 
Performing Ms Operations 
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Educational Leadership & Polic 
Counseling Services 
Teaching & Leaming 
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Foreign Languages & Ltterature 
EducaUonal Leadership & Polic 
College of Business Admlnlstra 
Performing Arts Operations 
Recteatlonal Sports/Intramural 
EducaUonal Leadership & Polic 
College of Business Admlnlstra 
College of Business Adminlstra 
Theater & Dance 
Political Science 
Foreign Languages & literature 
Clinical Experiences 
Performing Ms Operations 
College of Optometry 
Performing Arts Operations 
ITS Operations 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Communlca.tion 
Biology 
College of Optometry 
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STLOU Naumann Jr.Joseph A Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 12,688 
STLOU Naumann.Michael Steven User Services SYST ADMINR-EXPRT 55,000 
STLOU Nauss.Robert M College of Business Adminislra PROFESSOR 196,716 
STLOU Navarro.Richard Alan College of Business Admlnlstra LECTURER 25,000 
STLOU Navarro.Virginia L Teaching & Leaming PROF,ASOC 64,672 
STLOU Navin,Lynn M Dean College or Education DIR CHILD DEV CNTR 60,038 
STLOU Nay Lor,Jesse A Mercantile Library SECURITY GUARD 10.65 
STLOU Nebel JR,Hennan J Graphic Services TEMP SERVICE 12.27 
STLOU Neiman.Kenneth A Technology Services MGR NETWRK SVCS 82,197 
STLOU Nelke,Patricia Ann Perfonnlng Arts Operations EVENTS AST 10.50 
STLOU Nelson.Janice University Child Developmentl DAY CARE AST 13.00 
STLOU Nelson.Jean College of Nursing PROF, TEACH 72,267 
STLOU Nelson,Teriy John Lynn Perfonning Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 19.67 
STLOU Nelson.Timothy P Library LIBRARIAN I 34,580 
STLOU Neukomm,Martha Jane Political Science LECTURER 6,900 
STLOU Newfln,Matthew Frederick Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AJD 15.14 
STLOU Newman.Alan Richard Teaching & Leaming PROF, RESRCH 82,000 
STLOU Nguyen.Eric Hoang Dev/Alumni Records PRGMR/ANL YST-SPCLST 45,024 
STLOU Nguyen.Ngan Thi Kim Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Nichols.Andrea M University Health Services SUPV, OFFICE 35,350 
STLOU Nichols.John Anthony Admissions ADMISS COUNSELOR 14.41 
STLOU Nichols,Mlchael R. Chemistry PROF.AST 58,720 
STLOU Nickels.Pamela Marie Continuing Education & Oulreac PROF, ADJUNCT 3,111 
STLOU Niederberger.Margaret Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 33,330 
STLOU Niemeyer.Christopher Library LIBRARIAN Ill 47,296 
STLOU Nigro.Kathleen Butterly Institute ror Women & Gender S PROF, AST TEACH 36,398 
STLOU Nlssenbolm,Sylvia M Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 1,800 
STLOU Nkonge,Catherine K Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 47,133 
STLOU Noack.Clover Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Nolan,Telesa Public Policy Research Centers BUSINESS MGR I 43,315 
STLOU Notand,Jaleh M College or Nursing ADMIN AST 14.06 
STLOU Noll.Birgit Dean Honors College PROF, ASOC TEACH 43,705 
STLOU Nordin,Nioole Rhea Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 32,000 
STLOU Nordman.Robert William Music PROF, ASOC AFFILIATE 103,200 
STLOU Northcott.Robert David Philosophy PROF.AST 60,202 
STLOU Novel.Angel M College or Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL 73,500 
• - •
• • 
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snou Novy.Amy Lynne 
STLOU Nunnelee.Janice O 
STLOU Nye.Michael p 
STLOU O'Brien.Diane Beckerle 
STLOU O'Brien,James J 
SnOU O'Brien.Kenneth Patrick 
STLOU O'Connor.Mena Blair 
STLOU Oll,Kyeungrae 
snou Ohmes,Todd Allen 
STLOU Ohne1SOrgen,Mlchael A 
STLOU Olivas.Wendy M 
STLOU Oliver,Meral 
STLOU Opfer.David E. 
STLOU Opfer,Dennis J 
STLOU Oppland,Linda Carol 
STLOU Ortega.Jeanne M 
STLOU Ortlz-Cala,Claudia Patricia 
STLOU Osbom,David C. 
STLOU Osbome,Patrick L 
STLOU Osby.Kenneth L 
STLOU O'Sleen Jr.,James Michael 
STLOU O'Toole,Peggy Anne 
STLOU Otto.Julia 
STLOU Owen,Kennelh E 
STLOU Owens,David 
STLOU Owens.James Edward 
snou Owsley.Dennis c
SnOU Pagano.Gerry VIClor
STLOU Painter.Madalyn C. 
STLOU Pandjiris,James 
STLOU Panhor.it.Joseph Louis 
STLOU Parameswar,Archana Ramaklishna 
STLOU Pargo.Shelia 
STLOU Parker.Karen L 
STLOU Parker.Kelly Rae 
STLOU Parker.Patricia G 
KWMU FM Radio OFFlCE SUPRT STAFF II 
College of Nursing 
Dean Honors College 
SodaJWork 
Chemistry 
Student Support Services 
Centerior Trauma Recovery 
College of Business Administra 






KWMU FM Radio 
Public Policy Research Centers 
Foreign Languages & Literature 
Center for Nanoscience 
Biology 
Business Services 
Student Financial Aid 
College of Business Admlnistra 
Continuing Education & Oulreac 
Educe!ional Leadership & Polle 
Library 
Music 
KWMU FM Radio 
Music 
KWMU FM Radio 
College of Business Administra 




Foreign Languages & Literature 
Biology 
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Departmenl be I :::ry/Hou� I 
STLOU Parkin.Vera L Music SPECIALIST 25.50 
STLOU Pari<s,Gary Lee Maintenance SelVices MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
STLOU Partlow,Murylow Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Pasek.Mary Frances English OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 13.18 
STLOU Pastor.Mary Rebecca Public Policy Research Cenlers COOR, COMMUNICATIONS 46,404 
STLOU Paterson.Ashley Marie Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 12.03 
STLOU Patrylo,Jason George Michael Art & Alt History LECTURER 13,500 
STLOU Patterson.Laura J User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST .PRIN 63,500 
STLOU Patterson.Lisa Marie College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 11,700 
STLOU Patterson.Miles L Psychology PROFESSOR 112,061 
STLOU Pattlson,Mlchele Campus Departments Chancellor EXEC STAFF AST II 26.34 
STLOU Patton JR.Adell History PROF,ASOC 76,171 
STLOU Paul.Lori L Biology PROF, AST TEACH 44,055 
STLOU Paul.Robert Hanis Psychology PROFESSOR 101,917 
STLOU Pawloski,Elizabeth Ann Human Resources COOR VOLUNTEER SVCS 42,030 
STLOU Peach.Janis Kay Library LIBRARIAN 111 59,868 
STLOU Peck.Carol K College of Optometry PROFESSOR 118,499 
STLOU Pederson,Berit Brogaard Philosophy PROF, ASOC 64,030 
STLOU Pelikan.Martin Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC 87,724 
STLOU Pellegrini.Ekin College of Business Admini.stra PROF, AST 107,791 
STLOU Pelletier,Brian L Continuing Education & Outteac LECTURER 3,000 
STLOU Penrose.Amanda Sue Biology RESRCH AST 10.00 
STLOU Percy.Nancy Annlevy Student Life Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 10.50 
STLOU Perez 111,Johnson Joseph Dean Honors College ADMIN ASOC I 17.16 
STLOU Perkins,Daryl Eugene Admissions ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE 15.44 
STLOU Perkins,Mlchael T Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD 17.70 
STLOU Perklns,Rulllann Dean of Arts & Sciences AST TO DEAN 78,539 
STLOU Perry.Kendra Elaine Center for Nanoscience PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 50,198 
STLOU Peterman,Shahla Malhemalics & Computer Science PROF, TEACH 61,031 
STLOU Peters,Caf1otta Antonetta Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC 30,000 
STLOU Peterson 111,Robert Benjamin KWMU FM Radio ADMIN MGR 88,396 
STLOU Peterson.Jeri University Events COOR, SPCL EVENTS 39,900 
STLOU Peterson.Zoe D Psychology PROF. AST 66,780 
STLOU Petty.Charlotte Diane Communication LECTURER SR 36,000 
STLOU Petty.Janice M. Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Petty,Tyrome Registration REGISTRAR, AST 44,635 
• • • 
• 




Department be ISalary/Hourly IRate 
STLOU Plaff,Stephanie Marie Continuing Education & Qutreac LECTURER 2,000 
STLOU Plau,Francis X KWMU FM Radio SALES MANAGER 47,889 
STLOU Pleiler,Nichote Louise User Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-ENTRY 17.84 
STLOU Phares.Kathleen Economics LECTURER EMERITUS SR 10,893 
STLOU Phillips.Margaret Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 39,053 
STLOU PhlUlps,Nicl\olas L UMSLN\/ashington Univ. Eng1neer TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Phillips.Tommy L Residential ure MAINTWRK R, PREY 17.70 
STLOU Platnitskala,Galina N Mathematics & Computer Science PROF. TEACH 48,195 
STLOU Piocinini.Gualliero Philosophy PROF.AST 61,204 
STLOU Picl<ard,Joseph G. SocialWorl<. PROF.AST 57,500 
STLOU Pierce.Lois H Social Work ACADEMIC DIR 107,000 
STLOU Pierre.Karen A Special Units - Public Affairs MGR PUBLIC AFFRS 46,340 
STLOU Piesbergen,Frances Rapking Library LIBRARIAN 111 54,331 
STLOU PIiz.Christen N. Athletics COACH NON-ACA 57,981 
STLOU Poe.Sylvia L Human Resources AST DIR HUMAN RES 60,115 
STLOU Poe.Tracy Lynn Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Pollack.Ann Lemons KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 17.87 
STLOU Pollack.Joe KWMU FM Radio PRODUCTION COOR-$ 20.23 
STLOU Polman,Joseph L Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC 73,198 
STLOU Pope.Mark L Counseling - College of Educat PROFESSOR 103,075 
STLOU Porter.Debra Gale Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Porterfield.Amanda S Sociology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 12.23 
STLOU Porterfield,Shitley Lynn Social Work PROF. ASOC 70,900 
STLOU Post.Wendy G Continuing Education & Oulreac LECTURER 4,614 
STLOU Pott.Rosemary Dean College of Education ADMIN ASOC II 48,267 
STLOU Potter.Stephen E KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO 40,601 
STLOU Pratte.Brenda S Biology RESRCH ASOC 38,526 
STLOU Pratte.Paul Simon ITS operations D B  PRGMR/ANL YST-PRIN 90,000 
STLOU Preuss,Timolhy A ITS Operations D B  PRGMR/ANLYST-ENTRY 39,000 
STLOU Primeau,Usa Lynn Dev/Alumni Records DATA ENTRY OPR I 10.20 
STLOU Prince.Annette Bemioe Library LIBRARY AST I 11.85 
STLOU Procter.Donna S Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR 37,064 
STLOU Pruitt.Willie Residential Ule CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Pryor.Daniel Christopher Student Life INTERN 7,200 
STLOU Pulley.Cynthia F Cir Characler & Citizenship PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 42,464 
STLOU Pummill.John Charles Registration OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 9.83 
43 
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STLOU Purdy.Karina Isabel Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 20.00 
STLOU Pumell,Cha�es Performing Arts Operations CASHIER TICKET/SALES 10.00 
STLOU Putnam.Karen J. Educational Leadership & Polic RESRCHAST 47,452 
STLOU Pyron.Donna N. Music SPECIALIST 26.00 
STLOU Queen.Danny Thomas Graphic Services PRESS OPERATOR SR M/F 21.02 
STLOU Quinlan.Constance Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech SECRETARY SR 14.63 
STLOU Raack JR, William J KWMU FM Radio RADIO NEWS DIR 54,406 
STLOU Rabenold.Jessica J Biology RESRCHAST 12.00 
STLOU Raese,Elizabelh Townes Mansfield Psychology INTERN 17,500 
STLOU Rahman,Shahidur Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR 2,400 
STLOU Ralls.Brian P zzzCampus Housing TEMP ADMINIPROFL 33,214 
STLOU Rainen,McKinley Elizabeth Child Advocacy Center ARCHIVES AST 13.46 
STLOU Ramirez.Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 42,612 
STLOU Ramirez.Raymundo Enrique Biology GRADER 10.00 
STLOU Rammaha,Osama I Custodial Services SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-S 45,800 
STLOU Randle.Ernestine Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Ranl<ins,Michael s Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,616 
STLOU Rao,Aroor Prabhakar Mathematics & Computer Science PROFESSOR 83,460 
STLOU Rapert,Mary Frances Graphic Services QUICK COPY CNTR OPR 14.77 
STLOU Rapko.Emily K Career Services AST DIR CAREER SVCS 49,281 
STLOU Rapsilber,Kenneth Matthew Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR 36,504 
STLOU Rash,Estella University Child Developmentl CHILO CARE AST 11.97 
STLOU Raspbe�.Callle Caroline College & Units ASOC DIR DEVELOPMENT 65,000 
STLOU Rath,Nlgam Chemistry PROF, RESRCH 85,600 
STLOU Rathmann.Rodney L Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 9,333 
STLOU Ray.Gerda W History PROF, ASOC 50,070 
STLOU Ray.Robert J Music PROFESSOR 67,050 
STLOU Ray,Sandra Meeks Athletics ADMIN AST 15.86 
STLOU Reagan,Ryan Scott University Child Development! FOOD SVC WRKR I 10.91 
STLOU Rebe.Kathryn L User Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST 27.13 
STLOU Recktenwald,Christlne M College of Nursing LECTURER 54,900 
STLOU Redmond.Brooke A ITS Operalions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 10.00 
STLOU Reed,Kathleen L College of Optometry OPTOMETRIC TECHN 14.10 
STLOU Reed.Spencer M, KWMU FM Radio TRAFFIC COORDINATOR 14.78 
STLOU Reese,Tempeste N, ITS Operations EXEC STAFF AST I 14.42 




STLOU Rehagen.Diana Marla 
STLOU Reich.Ellen M 
STLOU Reich.Linda Marie 
STLOU Reid,Healher Lynne 
STLOU Reid.Laure 
STLOU Reld,Lorene 
STLOU Reidy.John L 
STLOU Reinhart.Amber Marie 
STLOU Reinheimer.Renata 
STLOU Reinitz.Andrew L 
STLOU Reis.Richard J 
STLOU Reise,Jane B 
STLOU Reiss.Philip E, 
STLOU Remier,Mk:hael Charles 
STLOU Rengifo.Andres Felipe 
STLOU Rensing.Kimi Lyn 
STLOU Rettke.Cindee K Smalley 
STLOU Reus.Sharon Lynn 
STLOU Reynolds Moehrle.Jennifer 
STLOU Reynolds.Adam N 
STLOU Reynolds.Amanda Sue 
STLOU Reynolds.Tracy M 
STLOU Reynolds.Victoria Rhiannon 
STLOU Rhodes.Calvin C 
STLOU Rhomberg,Mart Beth 
STLOU Richards JR,James E 
STLOU Richards.Anthony Lawrence 
STLOU Richardson JR,Lloyd Irwin 
STLOU Richer.Stuart P 
STLOU Richey.Joseph F 
STLOU Ricklefs.Robert E 
STLOU Riddick.Kaliantha 
STLOU Ridge.Joy Marie 
STLOU Rife.Derek Joseph 
STLOU Ringo,Terrt D 
STLOU Ritter.Sharon E 
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STLOU Roades.Warren E. Special Untts Chancellor ACCOUNTANT 15.00 
STLOU Robben.Keith Bernard Communication LECTURER SR 18,000 
STLOU Roberts.Gayla Dawn Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,750 
STLOU Robertson.Christopher N Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 18.58 
STLOU Robertson.David B Potltlcal Science PROF, CURATOR TEACH 89,700 
STLOU Roblnson,Angel Lynett Child Advocacy Center TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 10.00 
STLOU Robinson.Chiara Rochelle Disabiltty Access Services TUTOR 10.00 
STLOU Robinson,Craig T. Environmental Health & Safety SUPV HAZARDOUS MATLS 47,844 
STLOU Robinson,Karen Margaret Library LIBRARIAN Ill 61,712 
STLOU Robinson.Keith Technology Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST 46,013 
STLOU Robinson.Lashaunda Denise Maintenance Servk:es OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.40 
STLOU Robinson,Lyte Frooerick English LECTURER 21,186 
STLOU Robinson.Marva Dev/Alumni Records CLERK. CHIEF 15.68 
STLOU Robinson.Maryann Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II 13.20 
STLOU Robinson,Philllp Art & Art History PROF, ASOC 54,546 
STLOU Robinson.Tristan Ariel Center for Trauma Recovery FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL 34,000 
STLOU Robnett.Sandra library LIBRARY CLERK 111 12.08 
STLOU Rochester,J Martin Political Science PROF, CURATOR TEACH 95,111 
STLOU Rock.Andrew George Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 13.00 
STLOU Rockette,Steffanle Harting VC Academic Affairs DIR DEVELOPMENT FUND 57,000 
STLOU Rodgers.Marilyn L Library LIBRARIAN 111 63,083 
STLOU Roooel,Thomas O'Brien User Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 9.00 
STLOU Rogers.James L. Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTO 17.70 
STLOU Rogers.Rebecca L Teaching & Leaming PROF,ASOC 58,223 
STLOU Rogers.Tiara L Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.27 
STLOU Rogers, William H. Economics PROF.AST 80,248 
STLOU Rohde,Gerelf KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 12.85 
STLOU Rohloff II, Waldemar Marl< Philosophy PROF, AST TEACH 41,800 
STLOU Rohne,Karen V Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 58,072 
STLOU Rolfi,Ricllard Joseph Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 18.54 
STLOU Ronen,David College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 112,537 
STLOU Rosarlo,Petra Luz Continuing Education & Outreac FISCAL AST 13.59 
STLOU Rosas.Antonio Transportation & Parl<ing DRIVER EMERG ROAD SVC 14.31 
STLOU Rose.David C Economics PROFESSOR 124,559 
STLOU Rosenfeld,Richard B Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, CURATORS 124,773 
STLOU Rosenkoetter.Alan C. Music LECTURER 18,360 
• 4am. -
• 
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STLOU Rosenlhal,Patricia Anne Social Work ACADEMIC DIR 64,100 
STLOU Ross.Anastasia L. Public Policy Admin AOMIN AIDE 15.29 
STLOU Ross.Emily Mathema1ics & Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH 43,121 
STLOU Ross.Robert Library LIBRARY AST II 16.65 
STLOU Ross.Stephanie Andrea Philosophy PROFESSOR 87,580 
STLOU Rota,C David English PROF, TEACH 44,690 
STLOU Rothennich,Joyce A Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 13,842 
STLOU Rottman.Joseph College of Business Admlnlstra PROF, ASOC 111,869 
STLOU Rounds.James H Anthropology PROF, ASOC 133,929 
STLOU Rowan.Steven William History PROFESSOR 75,049 
STLOU RoyaJ,Undell Annie V,ce Provost Student Affairs AST TO V CHANCL STU AFFS 67,893 
STLOU Royster.Thomas E Facilities Planning PROJ MGR, CONSTRUCT SR 69,000 
STLOU Rubright,Lynn Laue Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 683 
STLOU Rucker Jr,Bllly Don Ctr Character & Citizenship OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.02 
STLOU Rudroff,Joyce A Child Mvocacy Center OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 13.61 
STLOU Rufer.Lois I Clinical Experiences LECTURER 2.550 
STLOU Ruffus,Anlhony Paul Student Support Services TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Ruh JR.George F Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 32.457 
STLOU Ruh.Janette Continuing Education & Ouireac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Ruppert.Joan Hart College of Nursing PROF. AST TEACH 61,320 
STLOU Rust.Daniel Lee Center for Transp Studies PROF, AST TEACH 34,476 
STLOU Ryan.Gary L Continuing Education & Oulreac LECTURER SR 1,600 
STLOU Ryan.Linda Alls College of Nursing LECTURER 20,592 
STLOU Sabherwal,Rajiv College of Business Mmlnlstta PROF, CURATORS 173,561 
STLOU Sachs.Bruce L Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 9,000 
STLOU Saleeby.Patricia Welch Social Work PROF. AST 53,250 
STLOU Saleska,Diane Debra College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH 62,330 
STLOU Sallee,Klmbeney A Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 39,527 
STLOU Samples.Robert University Communications ASOC V CHANCL AOVNCMNT-COMM 107,542 
STLOU Sampson.Elizabeth Graduate School COOR ACA PRGM/RCDS 37.458 
STLOU Sanchez.Justin David Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 12.00 
STLOU Sanders.David T Economics RESRCH AST 5.400 
STLOU Sanders.Patricia K Educational Leadership & POlic OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 11.48 
STLOU Sandhoff.Bridget K Art & Art History PROF, AST TEACH 35,200 
STLOU Sandroff,Nancy Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,616 
STLOU Sandwelss.Kay Sue Educational Psychology SPECIALIST 30.00 
47 
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STLOU Saul.Ellen Wendy Teaching & Leaming PROFESSOR 151,633 
STLOU Saunders.Dennis Arthur Admissions ASOC DIR ADMISSIONS-S 51,277 
STLOU Saunders, Tina E College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR 4 9,312 
STLOU Sauter,Vicki L College of Business Admlnistra PROFESSOR 123,032 
STLOU Sawyer.WIiiiam Joseph Technology Seivices SYST ADMINR-SPCLST 4 7,000 
STLOU Schaberg.Caroline M Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.00 
STLOU Schacht.Megan M Child Advocacy Center PROF. AST CLINCL 50,160 
STLOU Schaefer,Jeffrey A. Performing At1s Operations EVENTS AST 13.00 
STLOU Schaper.Donald E. Accounting Seivlces ACCOUNTANT SR 44,250 
STLOU Schechter.Lisa Monique Biology PROF.AST 63,960 
STLOU Scheerer.Christopher R Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.30 
STLOU Scheetz.Christopher Instructional Computing SUPV INSTRUCTL CMPT G FACL 60,000 
STLOU Schenkenberg,Tamara Huremovic Art & Art History LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Schepker.Susan College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR 44,596 
STLOU Schillinger,Melvln W UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 20.7 5 
STLOU Schisla,Gretchen Art & Art Hlsto,y PROF, ASOC 57, 80 8 
STLOU Schmidt.Ellen T Continuing Education & Outreac TEMP CLERICAL 12.00 
STLOU Schmldt,Sinja-Tamara Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7. 2 5
STLOU Schmitt.Frank Bernhardt UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 15.96 
STLOU Schmitz,Cha�es D Dean College of Education DEAN 176,501 
STLOU Schmitz.Lindsay N. Libra,y LIBRARIAN I 34,5 80 
STLOU Schneider.Paul A Mathematics & Computer Science LECTURER SR 18,000 
STLOU Schnell 11,Thomas R Educational Leadership & Polic PROF,ASOC 1 24.016 
STLOU Schodroski,Virglnia Office of Research Administrat GRANTS/CONTRACT SPCLST 21. 70 
STLOU Schoenberger.Amy M University Health Seivlces NURSE, STAFF 21.00
STLOU Schrand.Michael KWMU FM Radio PROD MGR RADIO 52,838
STLOU Schreiner.Steven M English PROF,ASOC 53, 8 50
STLOU Schreyer.Kurt A English PROF.AST 54,500
STLOU Schroeder,Au'Driann Huston UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 15.44
STLOU Schroeder.Peter Nathan Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.00
STLOU Schulte.Michael W Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC TEACH 57,566
STLOU Schultz.Gloria L Admln Seivk:es Div Aux Svcs DIR BUSVMGMT SVCS 106,18 2 
STLOU Schupp.John J UMSL Police POLICE LIEUTENANT-$ 47,303 
STLOU Schwantes,Ca�os A History PROFESSOR 142,919 
STLOU Schwartz.Andrew Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2.181 










ISalery!Hourty Rate I 
STLOU Scobey,Healhef Louise Child Aavocacy Carder SOCIAL WORKER ASOC 33,500 
STLOU Scoggins.Robe.rt T Theater & Dence PROF. AST 49,800 
STLOU $<X>llay,Diane Conlinu,ng Educat10n & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR 49,124 
STLOU Scordias,Margaret Educational Leadership & Polle SCHOLAR. VISITING 41,600 
STLOU Scon,Davld F Adnun SeNices Div Am. S1/CS OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 15.92 
STLOU Scott.John Thomas Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 600 
STLOU Scott.Lisa Karen Art &Art HISIO<)' PROF, AST ADJUNCT 18,000 
STLOU Scotl,Shawta M. Perfonning Arts Operations AST TICKET MANAGER 30,996 
STLOU Scruggs.Maya M. Transfer Sar.rices AOMISS COUNSELOR 14.40 
STLOU Sabaslian,Juliann Gerstle College of Nursilg DEAN 186,313 
STLOU Sagal,Uma A SocialWOf1< PROFESSOR 78,220 
STLOU Segura,MafMey Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Selbert.Stacy Michele College of Nursing LECTURER 27,456 
STLOU Salinger .Angela Marie Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 2,513 
STLOU Seman.Ryan EdWard Mathematic& & Computer Science TUTOR 3,900 
STLOU Seplc.Matthew G. KWMU FM Radlo PRODUCER. RAOtO 39,520 
STLOU Settlemolr.Candlce Yolanda Holder Continuing Educallon & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Sevem.M"'1< W Dev/Alumni Reco<ds DATA ENTRY QPR I 10.43 
STLOU Shafferkoetter,Kytie Marie University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR 37,000 
STLOU ShaN<lsl,John UserSeMces SYST SUPRT ANLYST-EXPRT 23.77 
STLOU Shannon Simms.Brenda Continuing Education & Outre&e MGR CONTINUING EDUC 66,658 
STLOU Shannon.Kalina A Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,869 
STLOU Sharp.Hermelinda Deluna MulU.C:uttural Relallons DEPT AST 16.99 
STLOU Shaw.Helen A Ubnlry LIBRARIAN Ill 44,692 
STLOU Shaw-Cortr,om,Katherlne Ann Theater & Dance LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Sheahan.Jennifer A Me<c:antite Library SECURITY GUARD 9.82 
STLOU Sheley.WIiiiam S Theater & Dance LECTURER 18,000 
STLOU Shelton.Brian custodial SefVioos CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Shelton.James David Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC AD JUNCT 18,666 
STLOU Shelton.Patrick J Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA 4,870 
STLOU Sherman.Helene Dean College of Education DEAN,ASOC 108,216 
STLOU Sherman.Janice College of Nursing PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 40,500 
STLOU Sherman.Linda Collage of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 58.508 
STLOU Shermden.Margarel S Social Work PROFESSOR 40,023 
STLOU Shibles.Eleanor Sue CUslOdia.l Services SUPV CUSTOL SVCS--$ 44,300 
STLOU Shlbusawa.Yoshiakl Center for International Studi DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 12,000 
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ee�nment 1�1118 I::ryniouey I
STLOU Shields,Oavld L. Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC TEACH 40,000 
STLOU Shields.Nancy A Sociology PROF,ASOC 66,711 
STLOU Shields.Yakima Young College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 84,000 
STLOU Shlller,Bonnie Lou Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 100 
STLOU Shivers.Beatrice A Ctr Character & Citizenship AOMIN AST 17.23 
STLOU Sholy,Carol S lnstltutional Research INSTITL RESRCH ASOC 56,800 
STLOU Sholy,Joumana Ibrahim Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Shorts.Tobias M. zzzCampus Housing STU SVC COOR 36,720 
STLOU Shrensker,Jennller Loren Mathematics & Computer Science PROF. AST TEACH 41,312 
STLOU Shuaib,Abdulgader H College of Optometry DEPT SPCLST 40,063 
STLOU Shymansky,James A Teaclling & Leaming PROFESSOR 131,012 
STLOU Slctllanl,Jennlfer L Psychology PROF, ASOC TEACH 70,540 
STLOU Siegel.Jerrold User Seivices PROF, RESRCH 10,000 
STLOU Siegfried.Beth A Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Signor,Jlm Juster Student Support Services TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Sllman,Unda Catherine Registration REGISTRAR-S 72,921 
STLOU Sliva.Gustavo Eduardo Political Science PROFESSOR 97,778 
STLOU Sitver,Antoine L Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 13.28 
STLOU Simeone.Lorraine Ctr for Student Success AST MGR CNTR FOR STU SUCCESS 46,075 
STLOU Simmons.Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Simms.Glenda Juanita Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.50 
STLOU Simms.Jennifer Spearman Faculty Instructional Support TECHL TRAINER-PRIN 54,000 
STLOU Simon.Kimbeey Morrill Performing Ar1s Operations EVENTS AST 10.50 
STLOU Simon,Larry D Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Simon, William B Office of Researct, Administrat ASOC DIRECTOR 100,415 
STLOU Sinacore,Mary L College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT 46,200 
STLOU Singer.Jonathan W College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 9,300 
STLOU Singer.Nancy R Teaclllng & Leaming PROF. AST 51,717 
STLOU Sippel.Jeffrey Art & Art History PROF, ASOC 64,256 
STLOU Sise.Daniel M Public Policy Admin LECTURER 34,992 
STLOU Sister.Jackie Graphic Services DEPT AST 15.53 
STLOU Sisley.Mark Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Skomla,Jeffrey Thomas College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP 11.70 
STLOU Slapac,Allna Teach Ing & Leaming PROF. AST 53,430 
STLOU Slocum,Lee A Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, AST 63,600 






STLOU Small.Terence Michael 
STLOU Smith,Bryant Keith 
STLOU Smilh,Carol Jean 
STLOU Smith,Catherine Dolphin 
STLOU Smith.Deana L 
STLOU Smith.Ebony S 
STLOU Smlth,Jll1 Taft 
STLOU Smith.John Hillman 
STLOU Smith.Jordan R 
STLOU Smith,Laurence Douglas 
STLOU Smith.Marisa X. 
STLOU Smith.Paula L 
STLOU Smith.Rachelle Delorse 
STLOU Smith,Renae A 
STLOU Smith,Sharon R 
STLOU Smith,Shirtey M 
STLOU Smith.Stephen Scott 
STLOU Smothers,Kenie Anne 
STLOU Snipes.Tracy N 
STLOU Snyder.Heidi M 
STLOU Snyder.Jack E 
STLOU Snyder,Pemela 
STLOU Snyder.Samuel R 
STLOU Soderberg.Douglas Michael 
STLOU Somers.Patricia A 
STLOU Sommer.Mary A 
STLOU Sommerer,Rachel B 
STLOU Song.Kim H 
STLOU Sopko.Matthew Douglas 
STLOU Sorensen.Robert Lanford 
STLOU Sorrell,Wlttred H 
STLOU Sosnowski,Chartes K 
STLOU Sowden.Steve 
STLOU Spates.Gloria Jean 
STLOU Speck SR.Paul S 
• 
2009-201 O Salary Report 
II Department
Precollegiate Program 
Counseling - College of Educat 
Custodial Services 
Custodial Services 
College of Nursing 
Psychology 




College of Business Administra 
UMSL Police 
ITS Operations 
Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech 
Center for International Stud! 
Registration 
Admissions 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Performing Arts Operations 
Student Flnancial Aid 
Foreign Languages & Literature 
Theater & Dance 
College of Optometry 
Admissions 
Theater & Dance 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Teaching & Leaming 
Student Support Services 
Teaching & Leaming 
Psychology 
Economics 
Physics and Astronomy 
Athletics 
Child Advocacy Center 
Custodial Services 





FLOOR MAINT WKR 
CUSTODIAN 
LECTURER 
PROF, AST CUNCL 







COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 
MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 
CLERK, CHIEF 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
EVENTS AST 
COOR STU FINL AID 




PROF, AST ADJUNCT 






















































STLOU Speicher.Brian L 
STLOU Spencer,Christine R 
STLOU Spiker.Richard Lee 
STLOU Spilling,Christopher 
STLOU Spindler.Dana Anne 
STLOU Spingola.Marc 
STLOU Spor1eder,Bever1y J 
STLOU Spray.Elizabeth M 
STLOU Spreen.Pamela Suzanne 
STLOU Sredl,Darlene Rita 
STLOU Stageman.Lisa 
STLOU Stahr,Jason A 
STLOU Staley.Lynn M 
STLOU Staley.Marsha Lynn 
STLOU Staley.Richard Lynn 
STLOU Stalllngs,Martln-Keith Darnell 
STLOU Stamps,David Keith 
STLOU Stanger.Albert Gerard 
STLOU Sta09er,Kimberly K T  
STLOU Stanton.Richard M 
STLOU Starkey.James P 
STLOU Starkey.Melvin 
STLOU Steen,lrem Kurtsal 
STLOU Steer.Kate E. 
STLOU Steffen.Ann 
STLOU Stefl,Jennffer Ashley 
STLOU Stegman,Bonnace C 
STLOU Steln,Unda 
STLOU Steinbach,Marie Siobhan 
STLOU Steinmetz.Pamela Lavonne 
STLOU Sterling,Antionette Glenda 
STLOU Stevens.Peter F 
STLOU Stevens.Tanisha Nicole 
STLOU Stewart,James Edward 
STLOU Stewart.Jennifer C. .. 





Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Economics LECTURER 
College of Nursing LECTURER 
Technology Services DATA CNTR SUPRT TECH I 
Chemistry PROFESSOR 
Corps/Fdn/PG DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
Biology PROF, AST TEACH 
SocialWorl< LECTURER 
Performing Ms Operalions EVENTS AST 
Library BUSINESS MGR II 
College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH 
Degree Audil Reporting System TRANS CREDIT EVAL SPCLST 
Performing Ms Operations MGR STAGE SVCS 
English PROF, AST TEACH 
Continuing Education & Oulreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 
Student Life Operations COOR STU ACTIVITIES 
Matllematics & Computer Science PROF. AST ADJUNCT 
Mathematics & Computer Science ACADEMIC COOR 
Mathemalics & Computer Science AOMIN AST 
Technology & Leaming Ctr RESRCH ANL YST SR 
Maintenance Services CARPENTER 
Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 
Philosophy PROF, AST TEACH 
Counseling Services PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG 
Psychology PROF,ASOC 
Matllematics & Computer Science TUTOR 
Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
College of Optometry AOMIN AST 
Performing Arts Operations COOR PRGMS & SPCL EVENTS 
Recrealional Sports/Intramural MGR INTRAMUR/RECREATION 
Ctr for Student Success COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 
Biology PROFESSOR 
VC Academic Affairs COOR ACA PRGM/RCOS 
Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 












































STLOU Stewart.Scott M 
STLOU Stidmon,LaJuana Jean 
STLOU Stifel.Penin 
STLOU Stine,Keith 
STLOU Stock.Dayna M 
STLOU Stockman.Ashley B 
STLOU Stoll,Dorts Ruth 
STLOU Stone,Julianne 
STLOU Storey.Joan M 
STLOU Stoi1<, Thomas 
STLOU Strait,Toni Nicole 
STLOU Strauss.Kayla M. 
STLOU Strecker.Lindsay 
STLOU Strong.Julia Ann 
STLOU Struck.Steven D 
STLOU Stuerke,Pamela S 
STLOU Sturgis.James 
STLOU Sturgis,Janio,, Faye 
STLOU Stutte,Brenda 
STLOU Subramanlan,Ashok 





STLOU Sutton Jr,Marvin 
STLOU Sutton,Althur 
STLOU Swanigan.Jesse C 
STLOU Swanstrom.Todd Fredertck 
STLOU Sweeney II.Donald Charles 
STLOU Sweeney.Marion E 
STLOU Sweet,Nanora L 
STLOU Swetttch,Jason F 
STLOU Swigelson,Kayce Maureen 
STLOU Switzer.Suzanne 





Performing Alts Operations 
Preoollegiate Program 
Continuing Education & OUtreac 
Chemistry 
Sue Shea.r Institute for Women 
Child Advocacy Center 
University Health Services 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Teaching & Leaming 
Student Financial Aid 
Maint�nance Servioes 
Foreign Languages & Literature 
Annual Fund 
Biology 
Environmental Health & Safety 
College of Business Adminlstra 
Grounds 
Custodial Servio,,s 







MGR SUE SHEAR INSTITUTE 














College of Business Administra PROF. ASOC 
UMSL/Washlngton Univ. Engineer TUTOR 
Alt & Art History PROF, ASOC RESRCH 
Center for International Studi COOR INTERNATL STU/SCHOLAR 




College of Business Administra 
Public Policy Resea.rch Centers 
Center for Transp Studies 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
English 
Student Support Services 
Foreign Languages & Literature 
Continuing Education & OUtreac 
Art & Art History 
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Department b- I ::ry/Hour1y
STLOU Syskin,Sergei A MathemaUcs & Computer Science PROF, ADJUNCT 18,825 
STLOU Szwarc, Wesley User Services SYST ADMINR-ENTRY 42,000 
STLOU Taake.Gene A Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTO 16.22 
STLOU Tackett.Mary L Registration AST TO REGISTRAR 15.75 
STLOU Takashima,Yukl Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Talley,Tae Ann Educational Leadership & Pone TUTOR 20.00 
STLOU Tanaka.Lanette E College of Nursing PROF. AST TEACH 57,000 
STLOU Tang Martinez,Zuleyma Biology PROFESSOR 70,851 
STLOU Tanner,Carrie Lynn Athletics COACH NON-ACA 5,402 
STLOU Tansey.Patrick Michael User Services SYST SUP RT ANLYST �PCLST 19.42 
STLOU Tasic,Zoran Music LECTURER 4,590 
STLOU Taussig.Lela Eunice Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 3,354 
STLOU Taylor,capuchlna Bianka Ctr for Student Success OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 11.09 
STLOU Taylor.George Townsend Psychology PROFESSOR 112,113 
STLOU Taylor.Griffith E Center tor Human Origin & Cult TEACHING AST 7.25 
STLOU Taylor,Jaoqueline D. Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Taylor.Jennifer Lea College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 73,172 
STLOU Taylor.Karen University Child Developmentl DAY CARE AST 12.76 
STLOU Taylor,Lfsa Lynnette Alumni Activities OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 10.35 
STLOU Taylor.Lisa Ranea Athletics COACH NON-ACA 55,414 
STLOU Taylor.Matthew J Psychology PROF. AST 64,667 
STLOU Taylor.Terrance James Criminology & Criminal Jusdce PROF.AST 67,000 
STLOU TenEyck,Erika Lynn Art & Art History LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Tenkku,Rhonda College of Business Administra PROF, AST TEACH 52,272 
STLOU Thaxlon,Mary Jane VC for Managerial & T echnologi EXEC STAFF AST II 25.25 
STLOU Thaxton.Patricia L. KWMU FM Radio GRANT WRITER I 22.40 
STLOU Thiel.Teresa Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN,ASOC 149,461 
STLOU Thomas.Angela Denice Chemistry ADMIN ASOCI 17.23 
STLOU Thomas,Kennelh P Political Science PROF,ASOC 62,406 
STLOU Thompson,James UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT 20.97 
STLOU Thompson,Kalhleen UA-Admlnlstradon EXEC STAFF AST II 23.71 
STLOU Thompson.Maxine Jeanette =Campus Housing SECRETARY, ADMIN 14.21 
STLOU Thompson.Valerie Kay Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 20.60 
STLOU Thomton,Stephanie Frances University Health Services RECEPTIONIST 11.33 
STLOU Thurman.Tanya Euiydlce Student Support Services TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Thurmond.Mary Melinda Corps/Fdn/PG AOMINAST 19.23 ... � .... 
• - -
• 




Name IDepertrnent l�ltle I =::ry/Houey 11 
STLOU Tian.Yan Communication PROF, AST 60,300 
STLOU Tibul2i,Dar,yl James College of Business Administra PROF, AST TEACH 53,415 
STLOU Tlffany,Johne Ryan Pelfooning Arts Operations EVENTS AST 14.42 
STLOU Timko.Tamara C Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 6,000 
STLOU Timmerberg.Kelly J. College of Optometry SUPERVISOR 2,164 
STLOU Toohey,Michael Technology Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST 45,500 
STLOU Torbert,Be.njamln C English PROF, AST 55,120 
STLOU Torres.Susana Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Totty,Kathenne Marie UMSL/Washington Univ. E.ngineer OFFICE SUPRT STAFF ill 12.64 
STLOU Touliatos,Diane H Music PROF, CURATOR TEACH 103,903 
STLOU Towl,Brandon Philosophy LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Tracy,Llnda Kathleen University Cooimunications COOR CONSTITUENT COMMS 45,445 
STLOU Tranel.Mark Public Policy Research Centers ACADEMIC DIR 103,978 
STLOU Trapani.Sandra L Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 40,040 
STLOU Trauterman,Barbara A vc Academic Affairs EXEC STAFF AST I 21.30 
STLOU Travis.Blake Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 630 
STLOU Treadway.Richard J Maintenance Services PAINTER 20.32 
STLOU Tremont.Samuel J Chemistry RESRCH AST 10,000 
STLOU Triplett 11,Jimmy Ketth Biology FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL 36,000 
STLOU Tnplett,Richard Allen Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Troy.Mary English PROF, ASOC 58,583 
STLOU Trudo,Orvllle Leonard Center for International Studl INTERNATL ADMISS OFFICER 46,283 
STLOU Truong.Sally N =Campus Housing STU SVC COOR 34,999 
STLOU Trussell.Jimmy L Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Tubbesing,John Robert Chemistry ELECTRONIC TECHN SR 19.67 
STLOU Tubbs.Mark E Psychology PROF, ASOC 63,722 
STLOU Tucclarone,Knsta Marie Theater & Dance PROF, AST TEACH 36,000 
STLOU Tucl<er,Beveny D Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER ASOC 48,909 
STLOU Tuney,Eric D English PROF. AST 54,500 
STLOU Turner.Gwendolyn Y Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC 65,272 
STLOU Uchltelle,Benjamin Dean Honors College LECTURER 10,194 
STLOU Ugono,Onome Ogheneovbo Chemistry POST DOCTORAL ASOC 30,000 
STLOU Uhlmann,Allon Joseph Anthropology PROF.AST 56,632 
STLOU Ulrich,Marilyn Technology & Leaming Ctr ADMINAST 19.26 
STLOU Unal,Ahmet Pelfoonlng Arts Operations D B  PRGMR/ANLYST-SPCLST 48,204 
STLOU Unal,Bonnie J Continuing Education & OUtreac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR 57,394 
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Departmant b� I1:�Mou� 
STLOU Undemill,Ellzabeth Ruth ITS Operations PRGMR I 14.90 
STLOU Underwood,Lisa Ann Biology LECTURER 33,000 
STLOU Union.Lisa Annie Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Upton,Kathy K Biology RESRCH SPCLST 25,313 
STLOU Usery.Carol Elaine Grounds HORTICUL TURALIST 41,745 
STLOU Usary,Dennis E Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II 14.57 
STLOU Usery,Kevin Lea Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II 14.57 
STLOU Usul,Chikako Sociology PROF, ASOC 70,161 
STLOU Utzmyers,Tracy Nicole Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 17.44 
STLOU Vail.Cheyenne R Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Valentl,Mary L Conlinuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307 
STLOU Valentine Fjone,Claudia A College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 79,280 
STLOU Van Allen.Katherine Ann Anthropology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 10,500 
STLOU Van Bakergem,Wlllem Davis History FELLOW, RESRCH SR 54,869 
STLOU Van Uum,Ellzabeth Special Units - Public Affairs AST TO CHANCELLOR 176,592 
STLOU Vanatta.Christina E College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR 34,860 
STLOU Vandenberg.Brian Richard Psychology PROFESSOR 91.223 
STLOU Vandiver,Miles Adam Music LECTURER 6,426 
STLOU Vanrees.Susan A Criminology & Criminal Justice LECTURER 6,720 
STLOU Vantine.Lucinda R University Events DIR UNIV EVENTS 67,081 
STLOU Vanvoorden,Barbara English PROF, ASOC TEACH 37,215 
STLOU Vassar.Jason Nicholas Center for Human Origin & Cult TEACHING AST 8.00 
STLOU Vatterott,Cathy Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC 65,719 
STLOU Vaughan.Leslie Ellis College of Business Adminislra LECTURER 48,200 
STLOU Vaughn.Linda Communication SECRETARY, ADMIN 16.63 
STLOU Vawter,Llnda Lee Social Work LECTURER 12,000 
STLOU Vedagiri,Anuradha Art & Art History MUSEUM CURATOR 40.133 
STLOU Velasco,Mary Frances Graphic Services SUPV GRAPHIC SVCS 53,881 
STLOU Velders,Gary Stanley Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
STLOU Velders,Judy Ann Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 1 5 .49 
STLOU Veljkovlch.Svetlana Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID 46,350 
STLOU Ventimiglia,Francas Performing Arts Operallons EVENTS AST 14.99 
STLOU Venve�oh,Josaph R College of Optomet,y PROF, AST ADJUNCT 15,000 
STLOU Vemaeg,Johnny College of Business Adminlstra LECTURER SR 13.500 
STLOU Vermilion.Mary Rose Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 9,000 
STLOU Vierdag,Lana Jayne Political Science ADMIN ASOCI 22.04 
• 5 • • 
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STLOU Vining.Elizabeth W 
STLOU Vtola,Stephen G 
STLOU Vogan.Randall T 
STLOU Vogel,6arbara 
STLOU Vogel.Gary lee 
STLOU Vogler.David L 
STLOU Vogler.Teri J 
STLOU Von Behren,Beth N 
STLOU Vosevich,Scott J 
STLOU Voskoboynlkova,Alla 
STLOU Voss.Kenneth L 
STLOU Voss.Lynn K 
STLOU Vrugtman,Rosanne F 
STLOU Wadswonh-Brown,Donna Lee 
STLOU Wafapoor,Farzad 
STLOU Wagstaff.Jason 
STLOU Wagsler,Karen Ann 
STLOU Walker de Felix.Judith 
STLOU Walker.George Edward 
STLOU Walker.Tanesha D 
STLOU Walker.Thomas R 
STLOU Walker,Wllllam T 
STLOU Wall,Orudlla M 
STLOU Wall,Eamonn w
STLOU Wallace,Patlicia 
STLOU Waller ,Susan S. 
STLOU Walsh.Karen Ann 
STLOU Walstrom.Rebecca S 
STLOU Walter.Susana Teresa 
STLOU Wallers,Cerollne Elizabeth 
STLOU Walters,Kathy Lynn 
STLOU Watters.Ralph C 
STLOU Walterscheld,Kathryn 
STLOU Wang,Gellang 




College of Business Administra 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Accounting Services 
English 
College of Optometry 
Residential Life 
Admln Services Div Aux Svcs 




Continuing Education & Oulreac 
Educational Leaderahip & Polic 
English 
Theater & Dance 
Instructional Computing 
College of Business Administra 
Graduate School 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
College of Nursing 
Economics 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
English 
English 
University Child DevelopmenU 
M & M History 
College of Business Administra 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
College of Optometry 
Grounds 
Dean Honors College 
Biology 





PROF, AST TEACH 
ACADEMIC DIR 
AST DIR FINANCE 
LECTURER 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
MECH TRADES SPCLST LEAD 
SUPV BOOK DEPT 
EVENTS AST 
ELECTRONIC SYS TECHN II 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 
DIR CMPTG SVCS-.S 




















GROUNDS KEEPER II 
LECTURER 
POST DOCTORAL ASOC 









































2009-2010 Salary Report 
l
unlt IIName II Department b I Salary/HourlyRate I 
STLOU Ward.Cheryl Velma Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 4,614 
STLOU Ward.Helen Alice Voce Provost Student Affairs SECRETARY, ADMIN 19.12 
STLOU Ware.Jason Wendell Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 13.00 
STLOU Warren.William M Maintenance Services SUPV FACILITIES SVCS 6 0, 25 0
STLOU Watermon,Colleen M Constituent Relations DIR ALUMNI RELS 81,555 
STLOU Waters.Tawana Shantay Registration ADMIN AST 13.43 
STLOU Watl<ln,Mary Ellen Public Policy Research Centers SPECIALIST 3 3,743 
STLOU Watson.Whitney McRae Anthropology LECTURER SR 10,500 
STLOU Watts.Josephine UniVerslty Child Developmentl PRESCHOOL AID 8.44 
STLOU Watts.Mary E UMSUWashington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Watts,Nykea Tamika Graduate School ADMISS COUNSELOR 15.7 9 
STLOU Wea,DarTYI Admin Se111ices Div Aux Svcs SUPV BLDG SVCS 42,0 38 
STLOU Weathersby.Claude Lee Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,534 
STLOU Weathersby.Yolanda Welcome Center MGR CUSTOMER SVC 47,21 7 
STLOU Weaver.Jeffrey College or Optometry PROF, ADJUNCT 11,700 
STLOU Weber.Carol Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 38,347 
STLOU Weber.Kathryn R Dean Honors College LECTURER 20,388 
STLOU Weeks.Rose Ann Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 
STLOU Weeks,Todd Randall Theater & Dance LECTURER 15,000 
STLOU Wegmann.Martha Wurtsbaugh KWMU FM Radio SALES REP 31,512 
STLOU Weinrich.Wendi Lynn College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 57,000 
STLOU Weinstein,Nlcole Irene Socia1Wot1< LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Wells-Glover,Unda Social Wotl< PROF, AST CUNCL 38,825 
STLOU Welsh.Floyd K Ctr for Student Suocess MGR C NTR FOR STU SUCCESS 5 2,011 
STLOU Wer1aneister,Dennis Technology Se111lces CMPTR OPRSR 15.87 
STLOU Werner.Susan Marie Music LECTURER 1 2 ,240 
STLOU West Ammons.Brenda Social Work ADMINASOCI 16.65 
STLOU Westbrook.Joann Human Resources HUMAN RES SPCLST SR 58,434 
STLOU Westermann.Paul Continuing Education & Outreac SUPV,SITE 41,284 
STLOU Westermeyer,Lawrence W Institutional Research DIR INSTITL RESRCH 127, 92 0 
STLOU Westhoff.Laura History PROF,ASOC 5 7.406 
STLOU Westling.Lora L .  Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA 30,000 
STLOU WeXler.Stephen Alan Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 1,000 
STLOU Whalen.James P College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 18,600 
STLOU Wheaton.Lindsey M. University Child Development! CHILO CARE AST 10.50 
STLOU Wheeler .Alan College of Business Administra PROF, ASOC TEACH 47,675 




STLOU White.Ashley Jo-Ann 
STLOU White.Jack 0 
STLOU White,Janice M 
STLOU White.Lawrence Cribbin 
STLOU Whiteman.Melissa Ann 
STLOU WhlUow,Mlchael G"'1Jory 
STLOU Widner.James Lester 
STLOU Wiethop,Charles Arthur 
STLOU Wiland.Eric G 
STLOU Wilbanks.Kimberly Lynn 
STLOU Wilcox.Natalie Hale 
STLOU Wildhaber.Jodi L 
STLOU Wllgers,Tamara Michelle 
STLOU Wllhite,Kiana A. 
STLOU Wilking,Bruce A 
STLOU Wilking,Janet Braddock 
STLOU Wllkinson,Gayle A 
STLOU Wilkinson.Joann Frances 
STLOU WIikinson.Kyie C 
STLOU Willard.Gina 
STLOU Willbanks.Preston V 
STLOU Williams.Charlene A 
STLOU Williams,Oeveon Oniez 
STLOU Williams,Oouglas L 
STLOU Williams.Elizabeth Lee 
STLOU Williams,Florence Elizabeth 
STLOU WIiiiams.Kaminsky 0 
STLOU Williams.Latasha 
STLOU Williams.Linder 
STLOU Williams,Loma V 
STLOU Williams.Lucinda 
STLOU Wllliams ,Olha 
STLOU Williams.Ronald A 
STLOU Williams,Teny G 
STLOU Williams.Thomas C 
STLOU Williamson,Bryanl S 
2009-2010 � Report 
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eeparonent lnue 
Admln Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT ST Af'F Ill 
College of Business Adminislra LECTURER SR 
College of Optomelly GRAPHICS OESIGNR, INTERACTV 
Criminology & Criminal Justice LECTURER 
UMSL Police AOMINAST 
Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
Music PROF, ASOC TEACH 
College of Business Adminlstra LECTURER SR 
Philosophy PROF,ASOC 
Anthropology RESRCH AST 
Child Advocacy Center PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG 
Student Support Services TUTOR 
Office of Research Administrat GRANT WRITER SR 
Residential Life MGR BUDGETING 
Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR 
Chemlslly PROF.AST 
Teaching & Learning PROF, ASOC 
VC for Managerial & Technologl PLANNING/BUDGET SPCLST 
User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST-SPCLST 
Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
Residential Ltte MECH, BLOG MAINT 
Cashiers Office CLERK,SR 
Educational Leadership & Polle TUTOR 
Instructional Computing SUPV, SITE 
Library TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 
T eadling & Leaming MENTOR 
Admissions CLERK TYPIST II 
Communication LECTURER SR 
Disability Access Services COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 
Foreign Languages & Literature PROFESSOR 
Library LIBRARY AST II 
Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
Continuing Education & Outteac LECTURER 
Center for International Studl COORDINATOR 
College of Business Administra PROF. AST 









































2009-201 0 Salary Report 
tnlt IIName I Department �He 1 
Salaly/Hour1y IRate 
STLOU Willman.Fred Music PROF, CURATOR TEACH 91,586 
STLOU Wills.Christy Admissions ADMISS REPRESEi'ITATIVE 15.29 
STLOU Wills.Cynthia T. Special Units Office of Equal ADMIN AST 16.32 
STLOU Wilmarth.Paul Faculty Instructional Support TECHL TRAINER-SPCLST 39,620 
STLOU Wilson Jr.Charles R Dean Honors College LECTURER 30,582 
STLOU Wilson.James H. Continuing Education & OUtreac PROF, AFFILIATE 121,087 
STLOU Wilson,Shertie S Student Financial Aid ADMIN AST 15.87 
STLOU Wingert.Timothy A College of Optometry PROFESSOR 105,105 
STLOU Winkler.Anne Elizabeth Economics PROFESSOR 95,137 
STLOU Winkler.Bertha Cir for Student Success PRECEPTOR 8.95 
STLOU Winkler.Dena Michelle Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID 16.05 
STLOU Winter.William Ernst Public Policy Research Centers RESRCH ASOC 57,925 
STLOU Wohldmann,Karen M. Admin SeNlces Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 10.73 
STLOU Woffe,Heldi Marie College of Nursing LECTURER 20,592 
STLOU Wolfe.Kenneth J Dean Honors College LECTURER 10,194 
STLOU Wolfe.Peter English PROF, CURATORS 101,359 
STLOU Wolfinbarger.Beverly Continuing Education & Outreac PRGM AST, CONTINUING EDUC 15.60 
STLOU Wolin.Christopher D Biology PROF, AST TEACH 41.965 
STLOU Womer,Nonnan Keith College of Business Administra DEAN 219,440 
STLOU Wong.Chung Fun Chemistry PROF.AST 61,570 
STLOU Wong.Erwin Yen Hook College of Optometry PROF.AST 64,528 
STLOU Woodhouse.Shawn Educational Leadership & Polle PROF,ASOC 60,445 
STLOU Woods.David Craig UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 15.62 
STLOU Woods.Nadia Ojavaherian English TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Woolley.Emit G Custodial Ser,,lces MGR CUSTOL&GENL SVC 67,700 
STLOU Worth.Corey Jullus Cuslodial Ser,,ices CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Worthy.Kevin Morris UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 15.96 
STLOU Wren,Kas'Qurl Kenyatta Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,534 
STLOU WrighLCarol Amos Admin Ser,,ices Div Aux Svcs ADMIN MANAGER 83.535 
STLOU Wright,Rkhard Thomas Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, CURATORS 130,340 
STLOU Wu,Cheng-Shih Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 9,000 
STLOU Wuellner,Madeline Maura Corps/Fdn/PG DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 51,517 
STLOU Wuertenberg,Jaoqueline N. Continuing Education & Qutreac LECTURER 923 
STLOU Xu,Zhi Chemistry PROF, ASOC 69,738 
STLOU Yakimo,Rk:hard College of Nursing PROF, AST 71,000 
STLOU Yancey.Joseph Social Work LECTURER 9,000 
• 6 • • 
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unlt IN- 1Depar1ment ��e 
I Salary/Hourly IRate 
STLOU Yasbin,Ronald Dean o f  Ms & Sciences DEAN 194,000 
STLOU Yoder Kreger.Susan J Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 39,863 
STLOU Yoo.Hyo-Jin Communication PROF. AST 60,300 
STLOU Yori<-Garesche,Jeanine Marie Music LECTURER 4,590 
STLOU Young Sr.Gary Mi<:hael Continuing Education & Outteac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,690 
STLOU Young.Crystal Genise Disability Access Ser,ices TUTOR 10.00 
STLOU Young.Hope Continuing Education & Outreac GRAPHIC DESIGNER 39,952 
STLOU Young.Pamela D. Student Support SeNices TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Young,Roderick E Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Younger.Dan Art & Art History PROFESSOR 62,143 
STLOU Younger.Ellen W College of Optomet,y PATIENT SVC COOR 15.40 
STLOU Yount.Deann Jenifer Alexander Social Work LECTURER 9,000 
STLOU Yu,PinPin Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,616 
STLOU Yuan.Juliana Yuan Art & Art History LECTURER 21,000 
STLOU Yunker.John Anthony Educational Psychology LECTURER SR 7,386 
STLOU Zak Jr.Henry Leon Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 13,842 
STLOU Zamachaj,Melanle C Continuing Education & Outreac RESRCH AST 29,431 
STLOU Zanne.Amy Elise Biology PROF, AST 65,000 
STLOU Zarucchi,Jeanne Morgan Foreign Languages & Literature PROFESSOR 69,125 
STLOU Zboray,Julie Anne Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 21.00 
STLOU Zegel,Maureen University Communications AST DIR UNIV COMMUNICATIONS 69,422 
STLOU Zeilman,Mlchelle R Continuing Education & OUtreac LECTURER 4,614 
STLOU Zeiss.Barbara Mary Registration DATA ENTRY OPR II 12.27 
STLOU Zeiss.Richard August Ctr for Student Success PRECEPTOR 8.95 
STLOU Zelazel<.Lauren M Student Life Operations GRAPHIC DESIGNER 32,028 
STLOU Zettwoch,Mary Beth Library LIBRARY AST Ill 19.67 
STLOU Zhang,Gaiyan College of Business Administra PROF. AST 125,508 
STLOU Zhang,Pengyuan Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR 7.25 
STLOU Zhang,Yuan:zhu Chemistry FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL 35,000 
STLOU Zhao,Shiying Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC 70,968 
STLOU Zhao,Shuming College of Business Administra PROF, VISITING 10,000 
STLOU Zheng.Yong Biology SCHOLAR, VISITING 28,000 
STLOU Zhou.Dan Center for Nanoscience MGR ELECTRON MICRO FACL 61,800 
STLOU Zhu,Weiwei Mathematics & Computer Science LECTURER 38,000 
STLOU Zinkl.Kenneth L Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 15.30 
STLOU Ziolko,Shana J Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 12.00 
61 
2009-2010 Salary Report 
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STLOU Zoeller JR.Charles J Residential Life MECH, BLDG MAINT 20.32 
STLOU Zoellner.Lindsay A College of Nursing ADMINAST 14.73 
STLOU Zolman.Bethany Karlin Biology PROF.AST 65,899 
STLOU Zwiers,Paul B Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC 3-0,000 
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